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The Parachute Smart Hockey program is designed to keep hockey players 
safe and prevent brain injuries on the ice. This kit has been created as a tool 
to guide you through important concussion information, help you integrate 
concussion tools and resources within your hockey team and support your 
hockey community to prevent, recognize and manage concussions. 
Safety in hockey is a shared responsibility. Make concussion education a priority this season and encourage 
your team to play Smart Hockey.

Parachute’s Smart Hockey Concussion Kit
 ,�Provides educational guides for coaches/trainers

hockey players and parents/guardians to help 
prevent, recognize and manage concussion.

 �Assists coaches with incorporating concussion
education into their pre-season meetings. 

 �Ensures hockey teams have the resources
available for recognizing and responding to 
concussion (e.g., Concussion Recognition Tool).

 �Educates players and parents on how to manage
concussion and return to hockey safely, using 
resources such as the Return-to-Sport Strategy 
and Personal Concussion Record for Players.

��6ɈLYZ�[VVSZ�[V�OLSW�JYLH[L�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�ZHML
environment for hockey players.

 �Promotes player safety and encourages everyone
to play Smart Hockey.

Sponsored by Scotiabank and in partnership with 
Coaching Association of Canada, Parachute’s 
Smart Hockey Concussion Kit is a great resource for 
coaches, players and families to provide information 
on how to prevent concussion and keep our players 
safe so they can enjoy playing hockey for life. The 
Smart Hockey Concussion Kit complements the 
existing concussion programming of Hockey Canada.

Parachute is Canada’s national charity dedicated 
to injury prevention. Our mission is to create a safer 
Canada by preventing serious and fatal injuries 
through evidvence-based solutions that advocate 
and educate. Our vision: a Canada free of serious 
injuries, with Canadians living long lives to the fullest.

For more information, visit www.parachute.ca
The resources included in this kit were developed based on the 
Canadian Guideline on Concussion in Sport.
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Smart Hockey Concussion Kit Resources
Pre-season resources
Pre-Season Concussion Education  
Team Meeting Guide
Use this guide to host an educational team meeting 
with players and their families at the beginning of the 
hockey season and at any time throughout the year. 

Pre-Season Concussion Education Checklist
Follow the step-by-step checklist to ensure your 
team is knowledgeable on preventing, recognizing 
and managing concussion. 

Pre-Season Concussion Education Sheet
This sheet provides you with concise information to 
guide the content of your pre-season concussion 
education meeting.

On-Ice Tips to Assist in Preventing Concussion  
& Other Injuries in Hockey
Give these tips to your players to show them how to 
keep themselves and others safe. 

Concussion resources
Concussion Guide for Coaches, Trainers  
& Safety Personnel
This handout helps coaches, trainers & safety 
personnel recognize recognize the signs and 
symptoms of a concussion, whether the player  
was injured on the ice, at home or at school.  
It helps coaches understand the steps required  
to return a player to hockey safely.

Return-to-Sport Strategy
Keep this on hand for your own reference and to 
provide to players and their families when any  
player on the team is dealing with a concussion. 
Discuss this step-wise process in your pre-season 
team meetings with players and parents.  

Action Plan
To make sure concussions are managed properly on 
your team, put an action plan in place that coaches, 
trainers, players and their parents/caregivers are all 
involved in. 

Forms
Concussion Code of Conduct Card for Coaches, 
Trainers & Safety Personnel
These Code of Conduct cards reinforce behaviours 
that demonstrate respect for the game and respect 
for others. Committing to the Code of Conduct at the 
start of the season reminds everyone of their role in 
playing Smart Hockey.

Medical Assessment Letter
Keep on hand to give to parents to bring to the 
doctor if their child has a concussion, in case 
the doctor is not fully trained in concussion 
management.

Media
Social Media Guide
Use this social media guide to help your team/league 
use social media to support and promote Parachute 
Smart Hockey. Use the sample messaging to show 
everyone how your team plays Smart Hockey!

Smart Hockey Pledge: We Play Smart Hockey Sign
Encourage your team and all those involved with 
the team to publicly take a Smart Hockey pledge by 
posing with the “We Play Smart Hockey” sign. With 
permission, post this picture to your team and/or 
league’s website and social media channels using 
the hashtag #PlaySmartHockey.
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Handouts
For players
12 On-Ice Tips to Assist in Preventing  
Concussion & Other Injuries in Hockey
Follow these 12 on-ice tips to ensure you stay  
safe and always play Smart Hockey.

Concussion Guide for Players
This handout provides hockey players with information 
on the signs and symptoms of a concussion so they 
can better understand and recognize concussion 
Z`TW[VTZ�VU�HUK�VɈ�[OL�PJL��;OPZ�N\PKL�HSZV�OLSWZ�
players know what to do if they notice concussion 
symptoms in themselves or their teammates.

Concussion Code of Conduct Card for Players
These Code of Conduct cards reinforce behaviours 
that demonstrate respect for the game and respect 
for others. Committing to the Code of Conduct at the 
start of the season reminds everyone of their role in 
playing Smart Hockey.

Personal Concussion Record for Players
Provide this form to players and their families to 
record any diagnosed concussions and concussion 
symptoms to have an accurate record for future 
medical assessments. 

For Parents and Caregivers
Concussion Guide for Parents and Caregivers
This handout is to help parents and caregivers 
recognize the signs and symptoms of a concussion 
in their child. This guide will also educate parents 
on how to properly manage a recovering player and 
return them to hockey safely. 

Concussion Code of Conduct Cards  
for Parents and Caregivers
These Code of Conduct cards reinforce behaviours 
that demonstrate respect for the game and respect 
for others. Committing to the Code of Conduct at the 
start of the season reminds everyone of their role in 
playing Smart Hockey.

Tools
“No Contact” Pinnies
Have players recovering from concussion wear a “no 
contact” pinny at all practices until they are medically 
cleared for contact. Gradually building physical activity 
is an important part of concussion recovery and, for 
young hockey players, so is being with their friends and 
teammates. These pinnies help coaches provide a safe 
training environment and allow a player to train with the 
team, with their physician’s approval, by letting everyone 
know that extra caution is needed. These pinnies can be 
used when the player returns to no-contact training (step 
four of the Return-to-Sport strategy). 

Concussion Clipboard
Coaches, trainers and/or team healthcare 
professionals should refer to the Concussion 
Recognition Tool (CRT5) to help them recognize 
concussion signs and symptoms after an impact. 
2LLW�[OPZ�[VVS�VU�OHUK�K\YPUN�VɈ�PJL�[YHPUPUN�� 
practice and games.
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Coaches’ guide: how to use your Smart Hockey Concussion Kit
Initial education and preparation
 �Start by reviewing the Concussion Guide for

Coaches, Trainers & Safety Personnel, the Return-
to-Sport Strategy, and the On-Ice Tips to Assist in 
Preventing Concussion & Other Injuries in Hockey 
to educate yourself on concussion prevention, 
recognition and management.

 �Develop an Action Plan that all those involved with
your hockey team are made aware of at the pre-
season concussion education meeting.

 �Review the Pre-Season Concussion Education
Team Meeting Guide, Pre-Season Concussion 
Education Team Meeting Checklist, Pre-Season 
Concussion Education Sheet.

 �Book a time to present these materials to your
team and their families.

At your pre-season concussion education meeting
 �Review all Smart Hockey resources, as well as

your sport organization’s concussion information, 
with players and their families.

:�Distribute the following materials to players
 on-ice tips to assist in preventing concussion �12

& other injuries in hockey
�Concussion Guide for Players
�Concussion Code of Conduct: Players
�Personal Concussion Record for Players
�Concussion Ed App Card

 �Distribute the following materials to parents and
caregivers:
�Concussion Guide for Parents and Caregivers
 �Concussion Code of Conduct: Parents and

Caregivers

 �Have players and parents sign a Concussion Code
of Conduct card and sign yours too!

 �After the meeting, have your team pose with the
included We Play Smart Hockey sign and with 
permission from parents, post to your team’s 
website and social media!

During the season
 �Create and maintain a team environment where

players feel comfortable speaking up. Give players 
opportunities at the start and end of practices and 
games to talk to you about any concerns they 
have, including possible concussion symptoms. 
Remember your players can get a concussion at 
home, at school, or elsewhere; not just on the ice.

 �Keep all Smart Hockey resources and your
sport organization’s concussion card and other 
concussion resources on hand for reference.

 �Have your Concussion Clipboard on the bench for
quick access to the Concussion Recognition Tool.

� In the event of a suspected concussion, remove 
the player from play and consult your Action Plan.

 �Distribute the Medical Assessment Letter to
WHYLU[Z�PM�[OLPY�JOPSK�Z\ɈLYZ�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�

 �Encourage players and their families to track
concussions using the Personal Concussion 
Record so they can provide accurate concussion 
history to medical professionals.

  �Use your “No Contact” pinnies when returning
a recovering player to practice.

-�Ensure concussed players follow the Return-to
Sport Strategy and are cleared by a doctor before 
returning to practice or games. Consult your 
organization’s return to play protocol as well.
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Pre-season

CONCUSSION EDUCATION TEAM MEETING GUIDE

parachute.ca

Parachute is Canada’s  

leading national charity  
dedicated to injury prevention.

Safety in hockey is a shared responsibility. Coaches, 
trainers, players on the ice, as well as families watching 
a game or practice play an important role in keeping all 
hockey players safe and healthy.
>VYR�[V�LUZ\YL�[OH[�L]LY`VUL�PU]VS]LK� they have a role in preventing concussions and 
^P[O�`V\Y�OVJRL`�[LHT�\UKLYZ[HUKZ�[OH[� RUV^Z�^OH[�[V�KV�PM�VUL�VJJ\YZ��7YL�ZLHZVU�
a concussion is a serious brain injury,  team meetings with players, parents/caregivers, 
requiring adequate rest to recover. As  JVHJOLZ�HUK�V[OLY�ZWVY[�Z[HRLOVSKLYZ�HYL�H�
H�ÄYZ[�Z[LW��THRL�Z\YL�L]LY`VUL�RUV^Z great way to do this.

WHO
The attendees at each pre-season team  
meeting should include:
�Coaches
�Trainer
�Safety and medical personnel
 �All players
 .�All parents and/or caregivers

>L�LUJV\YHNL�[LHTZ�[V�PU]P[L�VɉJPHSZ�HUK�YPUR�
Z[HɈ�[V�H[[LUK�[OLZL�JVUJ\ZZPVU�LK\JH[PVU�
meetings so that everyone on and around 
[OL�PJL�PZ�WYLWHYLK�^P[O�[OL�IHZPJ�RUV^SLKNL�
[V�YLJVNUPaL�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��RUV^�[OL�Z[LWZ�
[V�[HRL�^OLU�VUL�PZ�Z\ZWLJ[LK�HUK�THUHNL�
player recovery. 
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WHAT
Concussion education sessions should include 
information on: 
��OL�KLÄUP[PVU�VM�JVUJ\ZZPVU;�
 ��7VZZPISL�JH\ZLZ�TLJOHUPZTZ�VM�JVUJ\ZZPVU
PU�OVJRL`��

  �Common signs and symptoms
�LWZ�[OH[�JHU�IL�[HRLU�[V�WYL]LU[�JVUJ\ZZPVUZ]:�
HUK�V[OLY�PUQ\YPLZ�MYVT�VJJ\YYPUN�PU�OVJRL`��

 �OH[�[V�KV�^OLU�H�WSH`LY�OHZ�Z\ɈLYLK<�
a suspected concussion or more serious  
head injury

�OH[�TLHZ\YLZ�ZOV\SK�IL�[HRLU�[V�LUZ\YL<�
proper medical assessment, including Return-
to-School and Return-to-Sport strategies 
and Return-to-Sport medical clearance 
requirements.

In addition to reviewing information on concussion, 
P[�PZ�HSZV�PTWVY[HU[�[OH[�HSS�ZWVY[�Z[HRLOVSKLYZ�OH]L�
a clear understanding of the league’s concussion 
protocol and policies at the beginning of each 
OVJRL`�ZLHZVU�HUK�HNYLL�[V�MVSSV^�P[��

WHEN
Many teams already have pre-season meetings
for registration and player safety where this 
HKKP[PVUHS�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PUMVYTH[PVU�JV\SK�Ä[�
These concussion education team meetings are 
OLSWM\S�MVY�[OL�WYL�ZLHZVU�HUK�JHU�Ä[�^P[OPU�HU`�
team’s schedule.
*VUJ\ZZPVU�LK\JH[PVU�ZOV\SK�[HRL�WSHJL�H[�SLHZ[�
once a year. 

WHERE
The venue for each team meeting could 
be a sports arena, team dressing room, a 
participating school or a community centre. 

HOW
7YV]PKL�JVUJ\ZZPVU�LK\JH[PVU�\ZPUN�[OL� 
7YL�:LHZVU�*VUJ\ZZPVU�,K\JH[PVU�*OLJRSPZ[  
and the 7YL�:LHZVU�*VUJ\ZZPVU�,K\JH[PVU�
Sheet�PUJS\KLK�PU�[OPZ�RP[�
Have the sheet reviewed and signed by all 
Z[HRLOVSKLYZ�H[�[OL�[PTL�VM�YLNPZ[YH[PVU�VY� 
ILMVYL�[OL�ILNPUUPUN�VM�LHJO�OVJRL`�ZLHZVU��
;OPZ�^PSS�JVUÄYT�[OH[�[OL�RL`�PUMVYTH[PVU�OHZ�
been received and understood by all participants. 

Be sure to provide all necessary handouts 
to players and parents at the end of the 
education session.
Review the Code of Conduct with your team  
HUK�IL�Z\YL�[V�JV]LY�[OL�RL`�JVTWVULU[Z�VM�
your league’s concussion protocol and policies.
,UZ\YPUN�L]LY`VUL�RUV^Z�[OPZ�PUMVYTH[PVU�HUK�
commits to acting accordingly will support 
KLJPZPVU�THRPUN�ZOV\SK�HU`�PUJPKLU[Z�JVTL� 
up during the season.
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CONCUSSION EDUCATION CHECKLIST

parachute.ca

Parachute is Canada’s  

leading national charity  
dedicated to injury prevention.

Pre-Season Education Task What to use to complete the task
Make concussion education a priority to talk about 
with players, parents and all sport stakeholders. 
Plan an educational session with your team, using 
this checklist and the Pre-Season *VUJ\ZZPVU�
,K\JH[PVU�Team Meeting Guide to ensure you are 
covering all the necessary material.

Pre-Season Concussion Education 
Team Meeting Guide

Review your league’s concussion protocol to  
make sure you are familiar with your responsibility 
to player safety.

League concussion protocol 
and any additional concussion 
resources available

Plan to include the following information in your 
concussion education meeting and be sure you 
are also incorporating your governing league’s 
concussion protocols and information. If you 
have invited a guest speaker, ask them to  
cover these topics:
 ;OL�KLÄUP[PVU�VM�JVUJ\ZZPVU
 Possible causes/ mechanisms of injury

(i.e. how a concussion might occur)
 Common signs and symptoms of concussion
 Steps that can be taken to prevent concussions

and other injuries from occurring in hockey
 >OH[�[V�KV�^OLU�H�WSH`LY�Z\ɈLYZ�H�Z\ZWLJ[LK

concussion or more serious head injury
 What measures should be taken to ensure

proper medical assessment, Return-to-School
and Return-to-Sport strategies

 Return-to-Sport medical clearance requirements

Pre-Season Concussion Education 
Team Meeting Guide

Pre-Season Concussion  
Education Sheet

Pre-Season Concussion Education 
Presentation (PPT online only at 
parachute.ca/smarthockey)
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Pre-Season Education Task What to use to complete the task
Invite all meeting participants to download 
Concussion Ed, a free app that helps players 
and parents to prevent, recognize and manage 
concussion.

Concussion Ed cards

Take a picture posing with your team holding a  
“We Play Smart Hockey” sign to demonstrate that 
you are a Smart Hockey league! Post to your team 
and/or league’s website or social media channels, 
with the permission of all players and their parents.

We Play Smart Hockey sign

Share resources from the Smart Hockey kit that 
team members and their families can take home, 
to help them stay educated and prevent hockey-
related concussion and other injuries. Be sure to 
also provide your governing league’s concussion 
information and resources.

Parachute Smart Hockey Concussion 
Kit handouts 
The handouts included in your kit 
to be distributed are:
For players:

 

�Concussion Ed promotion card

on-ice tips for players �12

�Concussion guide for players

  �Concussion code of conduct
card for players

�Personal concussion record

For parents and caregivers:
  �Concussion guide for

parents and caregivers
 �Concussion code of conduct

card for parents and caregivers
 �Medical assessment letter (when
ULJLZZHY`�¶�Ä]L�PUJS\KLK�PU�`V\Y�RP[�

 ,�Your league’s concussion protocol
resources and information
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Parachute is Canada’s  

leading national charity  
dedicated to injury prevention.

Pre-season

CONCUSSION EDUCATION SHEET

parachute.ca

What is a concussion? 
A concussion is a brain injury that can’t be seen on 
_�YH`Z��*;�VY�490�ZJHUZ��0[�HɈLJ[Z�[OL�^H`�H�WSH`LY�
[OPURZ�HUK�JHU�JH\ZL�H�]HYPL[`�VM�Z`TW[VTZ��

What causes a concussion? 
(U`�ISV^�[V�[OL�OLHK��MHJL�VY�ULJR��VY�ZVTL^OLYL�
LSZL�VU�[OL�IVK`�[OH[�JH\ZLZ�H�Z\KKLU�QHYYPUN�
VM�[OL�OLHK�TH`�JH\ZL�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��,_HTWSLZ�
PUJS\KL�NL[[PUN�IVK`�JOLJRLK�PU�OVJRL`�VY�OP[[PUN�
VUL»Z�OLHK�VU�[OL�ÅVVY�PU�N`T�JSHZZ��

When should I suspect a concussion? 
(�JVUJ\ZZPVU�ZOV\SK�IL�Z\ZWLJ[LK�PU�HU`�
H[OSL[L�^OV�Z\Z[HPUZ�H�ZPNUPÄJHU[�PTWHJ[�[V�
[OL�OLHK��MHJL��ULJR��VY�IVK`�HUK�YLWVY[Z�HU`�
Z`TW[VTZ�VY�KLTVUZ[YH[LZ�HU`�]PZ\HS�ZPNUZ�
VM�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��(�JVUJ\ZZPVU�ZOV\SK�HSZV�IL�
Z\ZWLJ[LK�PM�HU�H[OSL[L�YLWVY[Z�HU`�JVUJ\ZZPVU�
Z`TW[VTZ�[V�VUL�VM�[OLPY�WLLYZ��WHYLU[Z��
[LHJOLYZ��VY�JVHJOLZ�VY�PM�HU`VUL�^P[ULZZLZ�
HU�H[OSL[L�L_OPIP[PUN�HU`�VM�[OL�]PZ\HS�ZPNUZ�
VM�JVUJ\ZZPVU��:VTL�H[OSL[LZ�^PSS�KL]LSVW�
Z`TW[VTZ�PTTLKPH[LS �̀�^OPSL�V[OLYZ�^PSS�KL]LSVW�
KLSH`LK�Z`TW[VTZ��ILNPUUPUN����[V����OV\YZ�
after the injury. 

What are the symptoms of  
a concussion? 
(�WLYZVU�KVLZ�UV[�ULLK�[V�IL�RUVJRLK�V\[�
�SVZL�JVUZJPV\ZULZZ��[V�OH]L�OHK�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��
*VTTVU�Z`TW[VTZ�PUJS\KL!�

LHKHJOLZ�VY�OLHK�WYLZZ\YL/�
�Dizziness
�5H\ZLH�HUK�]VTP[PUN
�S\YYLK�VY�M\aa`�]PZPVU(�
�LUZP[P]P[`�[V�SPNO[�VY�ZV\UK:�
�HSHUJL�WYVISLTZ(�
`LLSPUN�[PYLK�VY�OH]PUN�UV�LULYN-�
`�5V[�[OPURPUN�JSLHYS
�LLSPUN�ZSV^LK�KV^U-�
HZPS`�\WZL[�VY�HUNLYLK,�
�Sadness
�Nervousness or anxiety
LLSPUN�TVYL�LTV[PVUHS-�
�SLLWPUN�TVYL�VY�ZSLLWPUN�SLZZ:�
�H]PUN�H�OHYK�[PTL�MHSSPUN�HZSLLW/�
PɉJ\S[`�^VYRPUN�VU�H�JVTW\[LY+�
�PɉJ\S[`�YLHKPUN+�
�PɉJ\S[`�SLHYUPUN�UL^�PUMVYTH[PVU+�
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What are the visual signs of 
a concussion? 
=PZ\HS�ZPNUZ�VM�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�TH`�PUJS\KL!�

 3`PUN�TV[PVUSLZZ�VU�[OL�WSH`PUN�Z\YMHJL
 :SV^�[V�NL[�\W�HM[LY�H�KPYLJ[�VY�PUKPYLJ[�OP[�[V�[OL

head
 +PZVYPLU[H[PVU�VY�JVUM\ZPVU�VY�PUHIPSP[`�[V
YLZWVUK�HWWYVWYPH[LS`�[V�X\LZ[PVUZ

 )SHUR�VY�]HJHU[�Z[HYL
 )HSHUJL�HUK�NHP[�KPɉJ\S[PLZ��WVVY�JV�VYKPUH[PVU�
Z[\TISPUN��ZSV^�SHIV\YLK�TV]LTLU[Z

 -HJPHS�PUQ\Y`�HM[LY�OLHK�[YH\TH
 *S\[JOPUN�OLHK

What should I do if i suspect 
a concussion? 

PTTLKPH[LS`�YLTV]LK�MYVT�[OL�NHTL�VY�WYHJ[PJL��
(U`�WSH`LY�^OV�PZ�Z\ZWLJ[LK�VM�OH]PUN�Z\Z[HPULK�H�
JVUJ\ZZPVU�K\YPUN�ZWVY[Z�T\Z[�UV[�IL�HSSV^LK�[V�
YL[\YU�[V�[OL�ZHTL�NHTL�VY�WYHJ[PJL��

It is important that ALL players with a suspected 
concussion undergo medical assessment by a 
medical doctor or nurse practitioner, as soon as 
possible. It is also important that ALL players 
with a suspected concussion receive written 
medical clearance from a medical doctor before 
returning to sport. 

0M�HU`�WSH`LY�PZ�Z\ZWLJ[LK�VM�Z\Z[HPUPUN�H�
JVUJ\ZZPVU�K\YPUN�ZWVY[Z�[OL`�ZOV\SK�IL�

When can the player return to 
school and sports? 
0[�PZ�PTWVY[HU[�[OH[�HSS�WSH`LYZ�KPHNUVZLK�^P[O�H�
JVUJ\ZZPVU�MVSSV^�H�Z[LW�^PZL�YL[\YU�[V�ZJOVVS�
HUK�ZWVY[Z��YLSH[LK�HJ[P]P[PLZ�[OH[�PUJS\KLZ�[OL�
MVSSV^PUN�9L[\YU�[V�:JOVVS�HUK�9L[\YU�[V�:WVY[�
:[YH[LNPLZ��0[�PZ�PTWVY[HU[�[OH[�`V\[O�YL[\YU�[V�M\SS�
[PTL�ZJOVVS�HJ[P]P[PLZ�ILMVYL�WYVNYLZZPUN�[V�Z[HNL�
��HUK���VM�[OL�9L[\YU�[V�:WVY[�:[YH[LN �̀�

Return-to-School Strategy 
Stage Aim Activity  Goal of each step 

 1

+HPS`�HJ[P]P[PLZ�H[�OVTL�[OH[�
KV�UV[�NP]L�[OL�Z[\KLU[�
H[OSL[L�Z`TW[VTZ�

;̀ WPJHS�HJ[P]P[PLZ�K\YPUN�[OL�KH`�HZ�SVUN�HZ�
[OL`�KV�UV[�PUJYLHZL�Z`TW[VTZ��P�L��YLHKPUN��
[L_[PUN��ZJYLLU�[PTL���:[HY[�H[������TPU\[LZ�H[
H�[PTL�HUK�NYHK\HSS`�I\PSK�\W��

�

.YHK\HS�YL[\YU�[V�
[`WPJHS�HJ[P]P[PLZ��

2 :JOVVS�HJ[P]P[PLZ� /VTL^VYR��YLHKPUN�VY�V[OLY�JVNUP[P]L�
HJ[P]P[PLZ�V\[ZPKL�VM�[OL�JSHZZYVVT��

0UJYLHZL�[VSLYHUJL�[V�
JVNUP[P]L�^VYR��

3 
9L[\YU�[V�ZJOVVS�WHY[�[PTL� .YHK\HS�PU[YVK\J[PVU�VM�ZJOVVS^VYR��4H`�

ULLK�[V�Z[HY[�^P[O�H�WHY[PHS�ZJOVVS�KH`�VY�^P[O�
PUJYLHZLK�IYLHRZ�K\YPUN�[OL�KH �̀�

Increase academic 
activities. 

4 
9L[\YU�[V�ZJOVVS�M\SS�[PTL� .YHK\HSS`�WYVNYLZZ�� 9L[\YU�[V�M\SS�

academic activities 
HUK�JH[JO�\W�VU�
TPZZLK�ZJOVVS�^VYR��
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Sport-Specific Return-to-Sport Strategy  
Stage Aim Activity  Goal of each step 

�� :`TW[VT��SPTP[PUN�HJ[P]P[`� +HPS`�HJ[P]P[PLZ�[OH[�KV�UV[�WYV]VRL�
Z`TW[VTZ��

.YHK\HS�YL�PU[YVK\J[PVU�VM�
^VYR�ZJOVVS�HJ[P]P[PLZ��

��
3PNO[�HLYVIPJ�HJ[P]P[`� >HSRPUN�VY�Z[H[PVUHY`�J`JSPUN�

H[�ZSV^�[V�TLKP\T�WHJL��5V�
YLZPZ[HUJL�[YHPUPUN��

Increase heart rate. 

3 :WVY[�ZWLJPÄJ�L_LYJPZL� 9\UUPUN�VY�ZRH[PUN�KYPSSZ��5V�OLHK�
PTWHJ[�HJ[P]P[PLZ�

Add movement.

��
5VU�JVU[HJ[�[YHPUPUN�KYPSSZ� /HYKLY�[YHPUPUN�KYPSSZ��L�N��WHZZPUN�

KYPSSZ��4H`�Z[HY[�WYVNYLZZP]L�
YLZPZ[HUJL�[YHPUPUN��

Exercise, co-ordination and 
PUJYLHZLK�[OPURPUN��

5 
�-\SS�JVU[HJ[�WYHJ[PJL� -VSSV^PUN�TLKPJHS�JSLHYHUJL�HUK�

JVTWSL[L�YL[\YU�[V�ZJOVVS��
9LZ[VYL�JVUÄKLUJL�HUK�
HZZLZZ�M\UJ[PVUHS�ZRPSSZ�I`�
JVHJOPUN�Z[HɈ��

6 9L[\YU�[V�ZWVY[� 5VYTHS�NHTL�WSH �̀�

Tables adapted from McCrory et al (2017). 

How long will it take for the 
player to recover? 
4VZ[�WSH`LYZ�^OV�Z\Z[HPU�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�^PSS�THRL�
H�JVTWSL[L�YLJV]LY`�^P[OPU�VUL�[V�[^V�^LLRZ�
^OPSL�TVZ[�`V\[O�WSH`LYZ�^PSS�YLJV]LY�^P[OPU�VUL�
[V�MV\Y�^LLRZ��(WWYV_PTH[LS`����[V����WLY�JLU[�
VM�WH[PLU[Z�^PSS�L_WLYPLUJL�WLYZPZ[LU[�Z`TW[VTZ�
�TVYL�[OHU�[^V�^LLRZ�MVY�HK\S[Z"�TVYL�[OHU�MV\Y�
^LLRZ�MVY�`V\[O��[OH[�TH`�YLX\PYL�HKKP[PVUHS�
TLKPJHS�HZZLZZTLU[�HUK�THUHNLTLU[��

How can I help prevent concussions 
and their consequences? 
*VUJ\ZZPVU�WYL]LU[PVU��YLJVNUP[PVU�HUK�
THUHNLTLU[�YLX\PYL�WSH`LYZ�[V�MVSSV^�[OL�Y\SLZ�
HUK�YLN\SH[PVUZ�VM�[OLPY�ZWVY[��YLZWLJ[�[OLPY�
VWWVULU[Z��H]VPK�OLHK�JVU[HJ[�HUK�YLWVY[�
Z\ZWLJ[LK�JVUJ\ZZPVUZ��

To learn more about concussions 
please visit: 
www.parachute.ca/concussion 

7YPU[LK�UHTL�VM�H[OSL[L

:PNUH[\YL�VM�H[OSL[L� :PNUH[\YL�VM�WHYLU[� Date

7YPU[LK�UHTL�VM�WHYLU[

:0.5(;<9,:��67;065(3�!�;OL�MVSSV^PUN�ZPNUH[\YLZ�JLY[PM`�[OH[�[OL�H[OSL[L�HUK�OPZ�OLY�WHYLU[�VY�
SLNHS�N\HYKPHU�OH]L�YL]PL^LK�[OL�HIV]L�PUMVYTH[PVU�YLSH[LK�[V�JVUJ\ZZPVU��



Smart
Hockey

Concussion Code of Conduct for

COACHES, TEAM TRAINERS & SAFETY PERSONNEL

parachute.ca

I will help players on my team to prevent concussion.
� 0�^PSS�LUZ\YL�HSS�WSH`LYZ�VU�T`�[LHT�^LHY�[OL�WYVWLY�
LX\PWTLU[�HUK�^LHY�P[�JVYYLJ[S �̀�

� 0�^PSS�OLSW�WSH`LYZ�KL]LSVW�[OLPY�ZRPSSZ�HUK�Z[YLUN[O��
ZV�[OL`�JHU�WSH`�[V�[OL�ILZ[�VM�[OLPY�HIPSP[ �̀

� 0�^PSS�YLZWLJ[�[OL�Y\SLZ�VM�T`�OVJRL`�SLHN\L�HUK�LUZ\YL��
HSS�WSH`LYZ�VU�T`�[LHT�KV�HZ�^LSS�

� 0�^PSS�YLZWLJ[�V[OLY�JVHJOLZ��[YHPULYZ��ZHML[`��
WLYZVUULS��VɉJPHSZ�HUK�HSS�[OVZL�PU]VS]LK�^P[O��
T`�SLHN\L�HUK�[LHT��

� 0�^PSS�LUZ\YL�WSH`LYZ�VU�T`�[LHT�YLZWLJ[�V[OLYZ��
HUK�WSH`�MHPY�HUK�ZHML�

I will take concussions seriously and educate my team to help ensure their health and safety. 
� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PZ�H�ZLYPV\Z�IYHPU�PUQ\Y`�[OH[�JHU�
OH]L�IV[O�ZOVY[��HUK�SVUN�[LYT�LɈLJ[Z�

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OH[�HU`�ISV^�[V�[OL�OLHK��MHJL��VY�ULJR��VY�H�
ISV^�[V�[OL�IVK`�[OH[�JH\ZLZ�H�Z\KKLU�QHYYPUN�VM�[OL�OLHK�
TH`�JH\ZL�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OH[�H�WSH`LY�KVLZU»[�ULLK�[V�SVZL�
JVUZJPV\ZULZZ�[V�OH]L�OHK�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�

� 0M�0�Z\ZWLJ[�H�WSH`LY�TH`�OH]L�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��0�^PSS�
Z[VW�[OLT�MYVT�WHY[PJPWH[PUN�PU�WYHJ[PJL�VY�NHTLWSH`�
PTTLKPH[LS �̀�0�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OH[�PM�0�[OPUR�0�OH]L�H�

JVUJ\ZZPVU��0�ZOV\SK�Z[VW�JVHJOPUN��[YHPUPUN��VY�ZHML[`�
WLYZVU�YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZ�HJ[P]P[PLZ�PTTLKPH[LS �̀

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�JVU[PU\PUN�[V�WHY[PJPWH[L�PU�OVJRL`�HUK�V[OLY�
WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�^P[O�H�Z\ZWLJ[LK�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PUJYLHZLZ�H�
WSH`LY»Z�YPZR�VM�TVYL�ZL]LYL��SVUNLY�SHZ[PUN�Z`TW[VTZ��HUK�
PUJYLHZLZ�[OLPY�YPZR�VM�V[OLY�PUQ\YPLZ�

� 0�^PSS�THRL�JVUJ\ZZPVU�LK\JH[PVU�H�WYPVYP[`�VU�T`�[LHT�
� 0�^PSS�MVSSV^�HUK�LUMVYJL�T`�SLHN\L»Z�JVUJ\ZZPVU�WYV[VJVS�
HUK�WVSPJPLZ�

I will create an environment where players on my team feel safe and can always speak up. 
� 0�^PSS�LUJV\YHNL�WSH`LYZ�UV[�[V�OPKL�HU`�JVUJ\ZZPVU�
Z`TW[VTZ�VY�WSH`�[OYV\NO�[OL�WHPU�

� 0�^PSS�LUZ\YL�T`�WSH`LYZ�RUV^�[V�[LSS�TL��HUV[OLY�JVHJO��HU�
VɉJPHS��WHYLU[�VY�V[OLY�HK\S[�[OL`�[Y\Z[�PM�[OL �̀�VY�H�[LHTTH[L��
L_WLYPLUJL�HU`�JVUJ\ZZPVU�Z`TW[VTZ�HM[LY�HU�PTWHJ[�

� 0�^PSS�SLHK�I`�L_HTWSL��0�^PSS�[LSS�H�MLSSV^�JVHJO��VɉJPHS��
[LHT�[YHPULY��ZHML[`�WLYZVU��VY�OLHS[OJHYL�WYVMLZZPVUHS��
PM�0�HT�L_WLYPLUJPUN�HU`�JVUJ\ZZPVU�Z`TW[VTZ�

� 0�^PSS�JYLH[L�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�MVY�WSH`LYZ�[V�ZWLHR�^P[O�TL�
HIV\[�HU`�JVUJLYUZ�YLSH[LK�[V�JVUJ\ZZPVU�ILMVYL�VY�HM[LY�
LHJO�[YHPUPUN�ZLZZPVU��WYHJ[PJL��VY�NHTL�

� 0�^PSS�Z\WWVY[�HSS�WSH`LYZ�VU�T`�[LHT�[V�[HRL�[OL�[PTL�[OL`�
ULLK�[V�YLJV]LY�

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�HUK�YLZWLJ[�[OH[�HU`�WSH`LY�^P[O�H�Z\ZWLJ[LK�
JVUJ\ZZPVU�T\Z[�IL�YLTV]LK�MYVT�[OL�NHTL�PTTLKPH[LS`�
HUK�UV[�IL�WLYTP[[LK�[V�YL[\YU�\U[PS�[OL`�\UKLYNV�H�TLKPJHS�
HZZLZZTLU[�I`�H�KVJ[VY�HUK�OH]L�ILLU�TLKPJHSS`�JSLHYLK�
[V�YL[\YU�[V�[YHPUPUN��WYHJ[PJL��VY�NHTLWSH �̀

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�WSH`LYZ�^PSS�OH]L�[V�MVSSV^�[OL�9L[\YU�[V��
:WVY[�Z[YH[LN �̀

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�WSH`LYZ�^PSS�OH]L�[V�IL�JSLHYLK�I`�H�KVJ[VY�
ILMVYL�YL[\YUPUN�[V�OVJRL`�VY�V[OLY�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�HM[LY��
H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��

� 0�^PSS�YLZWLJ[�T`�MLSSV^�JVHJOLZ��[YHPULYZ��ZHML[`�WLYZVUULS��
WHYLU[Z�HUK�TLKPJHS�WYVMLZZPVUHSZ�HUK�HU`�KLJPZPVUZ�THKL�
^P[O�YLNHYKZ�[V�[OL�OLHS[O�HUK�ZHML[`�VM�T`�[LHT�

+H[L�*VHJO�;YHPULY�:HML[`�7LYZVU
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Concussion Code of Conduct for

PLAYERS
I will do my best to protect myself and others from concussion. 
� 0�^PSS�^LHY�[OL�WYVWLY�OVJRL`�LX\PWTLU[�HUK�
^LHY�P[�JVYYLJ[S �̀�

�

� 0�^PSS�KL]LSVW�T`�ZRPSS�HUK�IVK`�Z[YLUN[O�ZV�[OH[��
0�JHU�WSH`�[V�[OL�ILZ[�VM�T`�HIPSP[PLZ��

� 0�^PSS�YLZWLJ[�[OL�Y\SLZ�VM�[OL�NHTL��
� 0�^PSS�YLZWLJ[�T`ZLSM�HUK�T`�VWWVULU[Z�

� 0�^PSS�UV[�ÄNO[�VY�H[[LTW[�[V�PUQ\YL�HU`VUL�VU�W\YWVZL��
� 0�^PSS�UV[�OP[�VY�W\ZO�HUV[OLY�WSH`LY�MYVT�ILOPUK�VY��
OP[�[V�[OL�OLHK�

� 0�^PSS�UV[�OP[�VY�W\ZO�HUV[OLY�WSH`LY�PM�[OL`�HYL�PU�H��
]\SULYHISL�WVZP[PVU�

� 0�^PSS�WSH`�ZHML��ZTHY[�HUK�MHPY��

I will take concussions and concussion education seriously. 
� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PZ�H�ZLYPV\Z�IYHPU�PUQ\Y`�[OH[�JHU�
OH]L�IV[O�ZOVY[��HUK�SVUN�[LYT�LɈLJ[Z��

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OH[�0�KV�UV[�ULLK�[V�SVZL�JVUZJPV\ZULZZ�[V�
OH]L�OHK�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OH[�HU`�ISV^�[V�[OL�OLHK��MHJL��VY�ULJR��VY�H�
ISV^�[V�[OL�IVK`�^OPJO�JH\ZLZ�H�Z\KKLU�QHYYPUN�VM�[OL�OLHK�
TH`�JH\ZL�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�PM�0�[OPUR�0�TPNO[�OH]L�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�0��
ZOV\SK�Z[VW�WSH`PUN�PTTLKPH[LS �̀�

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�JVU[PU\PUN�[V�WSH`�^P[O�H�Z\ZWLJ[LK�
JVUJ\ZZPVU�PUJYLHZLZ�T`�YPZR�VM�TVYL�ZL]LYL��SVUNLY��
SHZ[PUN�JVUJ\ZZPVU�Z`TW[VTZ��HZ�^LSS�HZ�PUJYLHZLZ��
T`�YPZR�VM�V[OLY�PUQ\Y �̀�

� 0�^PSS�MVSSV^�HUK�YLZWLJ[�[OL�JVUJ\ZZPVU�WYV[VJVS�HUK�
WVSPJPLZ�VM�T`�OVJRL`�SLHN\L�

I will not play through the pain. I will speak up for myself and others. 
� 0�^PSS�UV[�OPKL�T`�Z`TW[VTZ��0�^PSS�[LSS�T`�JVHJO��[YHPULY��
ZHML[`�WLYZVU��WHYLU[��JHYLNP]LY��VY�V[OLY�HK\S[�0�[Y\Z[�PM�0�
[OPUR�0�TPNO[�OH]L�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�HUK�VY�L_WLYPLUJL�HU`�
ZPNUZ�HUK�Z`TW[VTZ�VM�JVUJ\ZZPVU�MVSSV^PUN�HU�PTWHJ[��

� 0M�HUV[OLY�WSH`LY�[LSSZ�TL�HIV\[�JVUJ\ZZPVU�Z`TW[VTZ��VY�
0�UV[PJL�[OL`�TPNO[�OH]L�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��0�^PSS�[LSS�H�JVHJO��
VɉJPHS��[LHT�[YHPULY��ZHML[`�WLYZVU��WHYLU[�VY�HUV[OLY�HK\S[�0�
[Y\Z[�ZV�[OL`�JHU�OLSW�

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OH[�SL[[PUN�HSS�T`�JVHJOLZ�HUK�[LHJOLYZ�RUV^�
HIV\[�HU`�KPHNUVZLK�JVUJ\ZZPVUZ�^PSS�OLSW�[OLT�Z\WWVY[�
T`�YLJV]LY �̀

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�PM�0�ZOV^�HU`�ZPNUZ�VY�Z`TW[VTZ�VM�JVUJ\ZZPVU��0�
^PSS�IL�YLTV]LK�MYVT�WYHJ[PJL�VY�NHTLWSH`�HUK�JHUUV[�YL[\YU�
\U[PS�0�HT�HZZLZZLK�I`�H�KVJ[VY�

I will not return to hockey or other physical activity until I am ready and fully recovered. 
� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�0�^PSS�UV[�IL�HISL�[V�YL[\YU�[V�WYHJ[PJL�VY�
NHTLWSH`�MVSSV^PUN�HU�PTWHJ[�^OLYL�0�L_WLYPLUJL�HU`�ZPNUZ�
HUK�Z`TW[VTZ�VM�JVUJ\ZZPVU��

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�0�^PSS�OH]L�[V�IL�JSLHYLK�I`�H�KVJ[VY��WYLMLYHIS`�
VUL�^P[O�L_WLYPLUJL�PU�JVUJ\ZZPVU�THUHNLTLU[��WYPVY�[V�
YL[\YUPUN�[V�OVJRL`�HUK�V[OLY�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[ �̀�

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�0�^PSS�OH]L�[V�MVSSV^�[OL�9L[\YU�[V�:WVY[�Z[YH[LN`�
^OLU�YL[\YUPUN�[V�OVJRL`�HUK�V[OLY�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[ �̀

� 0�^PSS�YLZWLJ[�T`�JVHJOLZ��[YHPULYZ��[LHT�ZHML[`�WLYZVUULS��
WHYLU[Z�HUK�TLKPJHS�WYVMLZZPVUHSZ�HUK�HU`�KLJPZPVUZ�THKL�
^P[O�YLNHYKZ�[V�T`�OLHS[O�HUK�ZHML[ �̀�

7SH`LY 7HYLU[�*HYLNP]LY
(if under 18 years of age)

+H[L�
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PARENTS AND CAREGIVERS
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I will help my child prevent concussion.
� 0�^PSS�LUZ\YL�T`�JOPSK�^LHYZ�[OL�WYVWLY�OVJRL`�LX\PWTLU[�
HUK�^LHYZ�P[�JVYYLJ[S �̀�

� 0�^PSS�OLSW�T`�JOPSK�KL]LSVW�[OLPY�ZRPSSZ�HUK�Z[YLUN[O�ZV�[OL`�
JHU�WSH`�[V�[OL�ILZ[�VM�[OLPY�HIPSP[ �̀

� 0�^PSS�YLZWLJ[�[OL�Y\SLZ�VM�T`�JOPSK»Z�OVJRL`�SLHN\L�HUK�
LUZ\YL�T`�JOPSK�KVLZ�HZ�^LSS�

� 0�^PSS�YLZWLJ[�T`�JOPSK»Z�JVHJOLZ��[YHPULYZ��ZHML[`�WLYZVUULS��
VɉJPHSZ�HUK�HSS�[OVZL�PU]VS]LK�^P[O�[OL�SLHN\L�HUK�[LHT��

� 0�^PSS�LUZ\YL�T`�JOPSK�YLZWLJ[Z�V[OLY�WSH`LYZ�HUK�WSH`Z��
MHPY�HUK�ZHML�

I will be aware of signs and symptoms of concussion in my child and take concussions seriously. 
� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PZ�H�ZLYPV\Z�IYHPU�PUQ\Y`�[OH[�JHU�
OH]L�IV[O�ZOVY[��HUK�SVUN�[LYT�LɈLJ[Z�

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OH[�HU`�ISV^�[V�[OL�OLHK��MHJL��VY�ULJR��VY�H�
ISV^�[V�[OL�IVK`�[OH[�JH\ZLZ�H�Z\KKLU�QHYYPUN�VM�[OL�OLHK�
TH`�JH\ZL�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OH[�T`�JOPSK�KVLZU»[�ULLK�[V�SVZL�
JVUZJPV\ZULZZ�[V�OH]L�OHK�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�

� 0M�0�Z\ZWLJ[�T`�JOPSK�TH`�OH]L�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��0�^PSS�LUZ\YL�
[OL`�Z[VW�WHY[PJPWH[PUN�PU�WYHJ[PJL�VY�NHTLWSH`�PTTLKPH[LS �̀�

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�JVU[PU\PUN�[V�WHY[PJPWH[L�PU�OVJRL`��
HUK�V[OLY�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�^P[O�H�Z\ZWLJ[LK�
JVUJ\ZZPVU�PUJYLHZLZ�T`�JOPSK»Z�YPZR�VM�TVYL�ZL]LYL��
SVUNLY�SHZ[PUN�Z`TW[VTZ��HUK�PUJYLHZLZ�[OLPY�YPZR�VM�
V[OLY�ZLYPV\Z�PUQ\YPLZ�

� 0�^PSS�IL�H^HYL�VM�HUK�MVSSV^�[OL�JVUJ\ZZPVU�WYV[VJVS�HUK�
WVSPJPLZ�VM�T`�JOPSK»Z�OVJRL`�SLHN\L�

I will ensure my child feels comfortable speaking up if they experience any signs or symptoms of a concussion. 
� 0�^PSS�LUJV\YHNL�T`�JOPSK�UV[�[V�WSH`�[OYV\NO�[OL�WHPU�VY�
OPKL�HU`�JVUJ\ZZPVU�Z`TW[VTZ�

� 0�^PSS�LUZ\YL�T`�JOPSK�RUV^Z�[V�[LSS�TL��[OLPY�JVHJO��[OLPY�
[YHPULY��ZHML[`�WLYZVU��HU�VɉJPHS��VY�V[OLY�HK\S[�[OL`�[Y\Z[�PM�
[OL`�L_WLYPLUJL�HU`�JVUJ\ZZPVU�Z`TW[VTZ�HM[LY�HU�PTWHJ[�

� 0�^PSS�LUZ\YL�T`�JOPSK�[LSSZ�[OLPY�JVHJOLZ�HUK�[LHJOLYZ��
HIV\[�HU`�KPHNUVZLK�JVUJ\ZZPVUZ�ZV�[OL`�JHU�Z\WWVY[��
T`�JOPSK»Z�YLJV]LY �̀

I will support my child’s recovery and ensure they do not return to hockey or other physical activity  
until they are fully recovered.
� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�HUK�YLZWLJ[�[OH[�PM�T`�JOPSK�ZOV^Z�HU`�ZPNUZ�
VY�Z`TW[VTZ�VM�JVUJ\ZZPVU��[OL`�^PSS�IL�YLTV]LK�MYVT�
WYHJ[PJL�VY�NHTLWSH`�HUK�JHUUV[�YL[\YU�\U[PS�[OL`�HYL�
HZZLZZLK�I`�H�KVJ[VY�HUK�HYL�TLKPJHSS`�JSLHYLK�[V�YL[\YU�

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�T`�JOPSK�OHZ�[V�MVSSV^�[OL�9L[\YU�[V�:WVY[�
Z[YH[LN`�HUK�0�^PSS�OLSW�[OLT�KV�ZV�

� 0�\UKLYZ[HUK�T`�JOPSK�^PSS�OH]L�[V�IL�JSLHYLK�I`�H�KVJ[VY�
ILMVYL�YL[\YUPUN�[V�OVJRL`�VY�V[OLY�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�HM[LY�
H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��

� 0�^PSS�YLZWLJ[�T`�JOPSK»Z�JVHJOLZ��[YHPULYZ�HUK�TLKPJHS�
WYVMLZZPVUHSZ�HUK�HU`�KLJPZPVUZ�THKL�^P[O�YLNHYKZ�[V�[OL�
OLHS[O�HUK�ZHML[`�VM�T`�JOPSK�

7HYLU[�*HYLNP]LY 5HTL�VM�7SH`LY +H[L�



Resources for Coaches, 
Trainers, Safety Personnel



Parachute is Canada’s  

leading national charity  
dedicated to injury prevention.

Smart
Hockey

parachute.ca

On-ice tips to assist in preventing

CONCUSSION & OTHER INJURIES IN HOCKEY
Be sure to enforce and integrate these 12 on-ice tips for players into drills 
and practices wherever possible. This will help your team build critical 
skills, stay safe and encourage them to always play Smart Hockey. 

�OLYL�HYL�H�]HYPL[`�VM�KYPSSZ�`V\�JHU�Y\U�[V�OLSW;�
WSH`LYZ�SLHYU�[V�RLLW�[OLPY�OLHK�\W�^OPSL�ZRH[PUN�
HUK�PTWYV]L�Z[PJR�OHUKSPUN�

�U�W\JR�OHUKSPUN�KYPSSZ�^OLYL�[OL�WSH`LY�OHZ�[V\�9
SVVR�\W�HUK�ZOV\[�[OL�U\TILY�VM�ÄUNLYZ�[OL`�ZLL�
OLSK�\W�I`�[OL�JVHJO��

�YPUN�H�ILHJO�IHSS��VY�V[OLY�SPNO[�IHSS��VU[V�[OL�PJL(�
HUK�[VZZ�P[�H[�WSH`LYZ�[V�W\UJO�IHJR�[V�`V\�^OPSL�
JVTWSL[PUN�H�ZRH[PUN�WH[[LYU�

�HY`�[OL�U\TILY�VM�KLMLUKLYZ�\ZLK�[OYV\NOV\[�[OL=�
ZHTL�H[[HJRPUN�KYPSS�ZV�WSH`LYZ�T\Z[�SVVR�\W�HUK�
PKLU[PM`�OV^�THU`�KLMLUKLYZ�[OLYL�HYL�LHJO�[PTL�
[OL`�NV�[OYV\NO�[OL�KYPSS�

12 On-Ice Tips

��]L�H�NVVK�ZRH[LY�HUK�JVTTP(�
[V�Z[YVUN�ZRPSS�KL]LSVWTLU[�

��S^H`Z�HWWYVHJO�[OL�IVHYKZ)�
VU�HU�HUNSL�

�L[�`V\Y�HYTZ�\W�^OLU�ZSPKPUN.�
PU[V�[OL�IVHYKZ�

���2UV^�[OL�KHUNLY�aVUL!�[OYLL
[V�MV\Y�MLL[�MYVT�[OL�IVHYKZ�

���5L]LY�OP[�VY�W\ZO�H�WSH`LY
MYVT�ILOPUK�

���5L]LY�OP[�[V�[OL�OLHK

��2LLW�`V\Y�OLHK�\W�^OLU
OHUKSPUN�[OL�W\JR��7SH`�:THY[�
/VJRL`"�KVU»[�W\[�`V\YZLSM�PU�H�
]\SULYHISL�WVZP[PVU�

��9LZWLJ[�[OL�ZHML[`�VM�`V\YZLSM
HUK�L]LY`VUL�VU�[OL�PJL��(]VPK�
JVU[HJ[�^P[O�H�WSH`LY�PM�[OL`�HYL�
PU�H�]\SULYHISL�WVZP[PVU��Z\JO�HZ�
^P[O�[OLPY�IHJR�MHJPUN�`V\�

�]L�H^HYL�HUK�Z[H`�HSLY(�

VU[YVS�`V\Y�Z[PJR�YLZWVUZPIS*� �̀

� *VTT\UPJH[L�^P[O�`V\Y�
[LHTTH[LZ��0M�`V\�[OPUR�H�
[LHTTH[L�TH`�OH]L�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�
YLWVY[�Z`TW[VTZ�[V�`V\Y�JVHJO��
[LHT�[YHPULY��VY�ZHML[`�WLYZVUULS�

�

��9LTV]L�`V\YZLSM�MYVT�[OL�PJL�PM
`V\�L_WLYPLUJL�HU`�JVUJ\ZZPVU�
Z`TW[VTZ�HM[LY�H�OHYK�MHSS�VY�
JVU[HJ[�^P[O�HUV[OLY�WSH`LY��
9LWVY[�Z`TW[VTZ�[V�`V\Y�JVHJO��
[LHT�[YHPULY�VY�ZHML[`�WLYZVUULS�

These on-ice tips have been adapted from ThinkFirst Smart Hockey 2015 and Hockey Canada’s Concussion Education and Awareness Program.
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:KDW�LV�D�FRQFXVVLRQ"�
A concussion is a brain injury that cannot be seen on routine X-rays, CT scans, or MRIs.  
0[�HɈLJ[Z�[OL�^H`�H�WSH`LY�TH`�[OPUR�HUK�YLTLTILY�[OPUNZ��HUK�JHU�JH\ZL�H�]HYPL[`�VM�Z`TW[VTZ��

:KDW�DUH�WKH�VLJQV�DQG�V\PSWRPV�RI�D�FRQFXVVLRQ"�
A player does not need to be knocked out (lose consciousness) to have had a concussion. 
;OL�WSH`LY�TPNO[�L_WLYPLUJL�VUL�VY�TVYL�VM�[OL�MVSSV^PUN!

Thinking Problems Player’s Complaints Other Problems
 +VLZ�UV[�RUV^�[PTL��KH[L�
WSHJL��WLYPVK�VM�NHTL�
VWWVZPUN�[LHT��ZJVYL�VM�NHTL

 .LULYHS�JVUM\ZPVU

 *HUUV[�YLTLTILY�[OPUNZ�[OH[
OHWWLULK�ILMVYL�HUK�HM[LY�[OL
injury

 2UVJRLK�V\[

 /LHKHJOL

 Dizziness

 -LLSPUN�KHaLK

 -LLSPUN�¸KPUNLK¹�VY�Z[\UULK"
¸OH]PUN�T`�ILSS�Y\UN¹

 :LLPUN�Z[HYZ��ÅHZOPUN�SPNO[Z

 9PUNPUN�PU�[OL�LHYZ

 :SLLWPULZZ

 :LLPUN�KV\ISL�VY�IS\YY`�]PZPVU

 :[VTHJO�HJOL��Z[VTHJO�WHPU�
nausea

 ¸+VU»[�MLLS�YPNO[¹

 7VVY�JV�VYKPUH[PVU�VY�IHSHUJL

 )SHUR�Z[HYL�NSHZZ`�L`LK

 =VTP[PUN

 :S\YYLK�ZWLLJO

 :SV^�[V�HUZ^LY�X\LZ[PVUZ�VY
MVSSV^�KPYLJ[PVUZ

 ,HZPS`�KPZ[YHJ[LK

 Poor concentration

 :[YHUNL�VY�PUHWWYVWYPH[L
LTV[PVUZ��P�L���SH\NOPUN��JY`PUN�
NL[[PUN�THK�LHZPS`�

 5V[�WSH`PUN�HZ�^LSS�HZ�\Z\HS

.L[�TLKPJHS�OLSW�PTTLKPH[LS`�PM�H�WSH`LY�OHZ�HU`�¸YLK�ÅHN¹�Z`TW[VTZ�Z\JO�HZ�ULJR�WHPU��YLWLH[LK�
]VTP[PUN��NYV^PUN�JVUM\ZPVU��ZLPa\YLZ��HUK�^LHRULZZ�VY�[PUNSPUN�PU�[OLPY�HYTZ�VY�SLNZ��;OLZL�TH`�IL�ZPNUZ�
VM�H�TVYL�ZLYPV\Z�PUQ\Y �̹̀
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&RQFXVVLRQ�JXLGH�IRU�FRDFKHV��WUDLQHUV�	�VDIHW\�SHUVRQQHO
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 ILPUN�TVYL�JVUM\ZLK

 ]VTP[PUN�TVYL�[OHU�[^PJL

�

:KDW�FDXVHV�D�FRQFXVVLRQ"�
(U`�ISV^�[V�[OL�OLHK��MHJL�VY�ULJR��VY�H�ISV^�[V�[OL�
IVK`�^OPJO�JH\ZLZ�H�Z\KKLU�QHYYPUN�VM�[OL�OLHK�TH`�
JH\ZL�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��L�N���OP[[PUN�[OLPY�OLHK�VU�[OL�
PJL��JVSSPKPUN�^P[O�HUV[OLY�WSH`LY��ILPUN�JOLJRLK�PU[V�
[OL�IVHYKZ���

:KDW�VKRXOG�,�GR�LI�,�WKLQN�D�SOD\HU�PLJKW�
KDYH�D�FRQFXVVLRQ"�
In all suspected cases of concussion, the player 
ZOV\SK�Z[VW�WSH`PUN�YPNO[�H^H`��*VU[PU\PUN�[V�WSH`�
PUJYLHZLZ�[OLPY�YPZR�VM�TVYL�ZL]LYL��SVUNLY�SHZ[PUN�
JVUJ\ZZPVU�Z`TW[VTZ��HUK�PUJYLHZLZ�[OLPY�YPZR�VM�
other injury. 

9LMLY�[V�[OL�*VUJ\ZZPVU�9LJVNUP[PVU�;VVS����*9;���
[V�OLSW�YLJVNUPaL�[OL�ZPNUZ�HUK�Z`TW[VTZ�VM�H�
WVZZPISL�JVUJ\ZZPVU��

;OL�WSH`LY�ZOV\SK�UV[�IL�SLM[�HSVUL�HUK�ZOV\SK�IL�
ZLLU�I`�H�KVJ[VY�HZ�ZVVU�HZ�WVZZPISL�[OH[�KH �̀�6SKLY�
WSH`LYZ�^OV�OH]L�KYP]LY»Z�SPJLUJLZ�ZOV\SK�UV[�KYP]L�

0M�[OL�WSH`LY�SVZLZ�JVUZJPV\ZULZZ�VY�KLTVUZ[YH[LZ�
HU`�YLK�ÅHN�Z`TW[VTZ��JHSS�HU�HTI\SHUJL�[V�[HRL�
[OLT�[V�[OL�OVZWP[HS�YPNO[�H^H`�HUK�PUP[PH[L�`V\Y�
,TLYNLUJ`�(J[PVU�7SHU��+V�UV[�TV]L�[OLT�VY�
YLTV]L�HU`�VM�[OLPY�LX\PWTLU[��Z\JO�HZ�[OLPY�OLSTL[��

;OL�WSH`LY�ZOV\SK�UV[�YL[\YU�[V�[YHPUPUN��WYHJ[PJL�
VY�NHTLWSH`�[OL�ZHTL�KH �̀�

+RZ�ORQJ�ZLOO�LW�WDNH�IRU�WKH�SOD\HU�WR�JHW�
EHWWHU"�
;OL�ZPNUZ�HUK�Z`TW[VTZ�VM�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�\Z\HSS`�SHZ[�MVY�
VUL�[V�MV\Y�^LLRZ��I\[�TH`�SHZ[�SVUNLY��0U�ZVTL�JHZLZ��P[�
TH`�[HRL�THU`�^LLRZ�VY�TVU[OZ�MVY�[OL�WSH`LY�[V�OLHS��0M�
[OL�WSH`LY�OHZ�OHK�H�WYL]PV\Z�JVUJ\ZZPVU��[OL`�TH`�[HRL�
SVUNLY�[V�YLJV]LY��5V�[^V�JVUJ\ZZPVUZ�HYL�[OL�ZHTL��
(]VPK�JVTWHYPUN�VUL�WSH`LY»Z�YLJV]LY`�[V�HUV[OLY»Z�

0M�[OL�WSH`LY»Z�Z`TW[VTZ�HYL�WLYZPZ[LU[��P�L���SHZ[�SVUNLY�
[OHU�MV\Y�^LLRZ�PU�`V\[O�\UKLY����`LHYZ�VSK�

[OL`�ZOV\SK�IL�YLMLYYLK�[V�H�OLHS[OJHYL�WYVMLZZPVUHS�
^OV�PZ�HU�L_WLY[�PU�[OL�THUHNLTLU[�VM�JVUJ\ZZPVU��

+RZ�LV�FRQFXVVLRQ�WUHDWHG"�
(M[LY�HU�PUP[PHS�ZOVY[�WLYPVK�VM�YLZ[�����[V����OV\YZ���
SPNO[�JVNUP[P]L�HUK�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�JHU�ILNPU��HZ�
SVUN�HZ�[OLZL�KV�UV[�^VYZLU�Z`TW[VTZ��

(Z�[OL�WSH`LY�PZ�YLJV]LYPUN�MYVT�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��[OL`�
ZOV\SK�UV[�KV�HU`�HJ[P]P[PLZ�[OH[�TH`�THRL�[OLPY�
Z`TW[VTZ�^VYZL��;OPZ�TPNO[�TLHU�SPTP[PUN�HJ[P]P[PLZ�
Z\JO�HZ�L_LYJPZPUN��Z[\K`PUN��HUK�ZJYLLU�[PTL�VU�
[OLPY�WOVUL�VY�V[OLY�KL]PJLZ��

9LJV]LYPUN�MYVT�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PZ�H�WYVJLZZ�[OH[�[HRLZ�
WH[PLUJL��.VPUN�IHJR�[V�HJ[P]P[PLZ�ILMVYL�[OL�WSH`LY�
PZ�YLHK`�PZ�SPRLS`�[V�THRL�[OLPY�Z`TW[VTZ�^VYZL��HUK�
[OLPY�YLJV]LY`�TH`�[HRL�SVUNLY��

:KHQ�VKRXOG�WKH�SOD\HU�JR�WR�WKH�
GRFWRU"�
(U`VUL�^P[O�H�WVZZPISL�OLHK�PUQ\Y`�ZOV\SK�IL�ZLLU�
I`�H�KVJ[VY�HZ�ZVVU�HZ�WVZZPISL��

;OL�WSH`LY�ZOV\SK�NV�IHJR�[V�[OL�KVJ[VY�PTTLKPH[LS`�
PM��HM[LY�ILPUN�[VSK�[OL`�OH]L�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��[OL`�OH]L�
^VYZLUPUN�Z`TW[VTZ��Z\JO�HZ!�

OLHKHJOL�[OH[�PZ�NL[[PUN�^VYZL�

 UV[�^HRPUN�\W

 OH]PUN�HU`�[YV\ISL�^HSRPUN

 OH]PUN�H�ZLPa\YL

 Z[YHUNL�ILOH]PV\Y

:KHQ�FDQ�WKH�SOD\HU�UHWXUQ�WR�VFKRRO"�
6U�H]LYHNL��Z[\KLU[Z�^P[O�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�TPZZ�VUL�
[V�MV\Y�KH`Z�VM�ZJOVVS��,HJO�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PZ�\UPX\L��
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ZV�[OL�WSH`LY�TH`�WYVNYLZZ�H[�H�KPɈLYLU[�YH[L�[OHU�
others. 

;OL�9L[\YU�[V�:JOVVS�:[YH[LN`�WYV]PKLZ�KL[HPSLK�
PUMVYTH[PVU�VU�[OL�Z[HNLZ�VM�YL[\YUPUN�[V�[OL�
JSHZZYVVT�HUK�JHU�IL�HJJLZZLK�H[�WHYHJO\[L�JH�
ZTHY[OVJRL �̀ 

9L[\YU�[V�ZJOVVS�T\Z[�JVTL�ILMVYL�M\SS�YL[\YU�
[V�ZWVY[��

:KHQ�FDQ�WKH�SOD\HU�UHWXUQ�WR�VSRUW"�
0[�PZ�]LY`�PTWVY[HU[�[OH[�H�WSH`LY�KVLZ�UV[�NV�IHJR�[V
M\SS�WHY[PJPWH[PVU�PU�ZWVY[�PM�[OL`�OH]L�HU`�YLTHPUPUN�
JVUJ\ZZPVU�ZPNUZ�VY�Z`TW[VTZ��9L[\YUPUN�ILMVYL�M\SS�
YLJV]LY`�MYVT�JVUJ\ZZPVU�W\[Z�WSH`LYZ�H[�OPNOLY�YPZR�
VM�Z\Z[HPUPUN�HUV[OLY�JVUJ\ZZPVU��^P[O�Z`TW[VTZ�
[OH[�TH`�IL�TVYL�ZL]LYL�HUK�SHZ[�SVUNLY��9L[\YU�
[V�OVJRL`�HUK�V[OLY�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�T\Z[�MVSSV^�H�
Z[LW�^PZL�HWWYVHJO��

0U�[OL�9L[\YU�[V�:WVY[�:[YH[LN`!�

�

 ,HJO�Z[HNL�PZ�H[�SLHZ[����OV\YZ�

 ;OL�WSH`LY�TV]LZ�VU�[V�[OL�UL_[�Z[HNL�^OLU�[OL`�
JHU�[VSLYH[L�HJ[P]P[PLZ�^P[OV\[�UL^�VY�^VYZLUPUN�
Z`TW[VTZ�

 (JJVYKPUN�[V�/VJRL`�*HUHKH»Z�*VUJ\ZZPVU�
7VSPJ`��PM�Z`TW[VTZ�YL[\YU�K\YPUN�[OL�YL[\YU�[V�
WSH`�WYVJLZZ��[OL�WSH`LY�ZOV\SK�YL[\YU�[V�Z[HNL���
HUK�IL�YL�L]HS\H[LK�I`�H�KVJ[VY�

:[HNL��! (M[LY�HU�PUP[PHS����[V����OV\YZ�VM�YLZ[��SPNO[�
JVNUP[P]L�HUK�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�JHU�ILNPU��HZ�SVUN�
HZ�[OLZL�KV�UV[�^VYZLU�Z`TW[VTZ��;OL�WSH`LY�JHU�
Z[HY[�^P[O�KHPS`�HJ[P]P[PLZ��Z\JO�HZ�TV]PUN�HYV\UK�[OL�
OVTL�HUK�ZPTWSL�JOVYLZ��Z\JO�HZ�THRPUN�[OLPY�ILK��

:[HNL��! 3PNO[�HLYVIPJ�HJ[P]P[`�Z\JO�HZ�^HSRPUN�
VY�Z[H[PVUHY`�J`JSPUN��MVY����[V����TPU\[LZ��;OL�
WSH`LY�ZOV\SK�UV[�KV�HU`�YLZPZ[HUJL�[YHPUPUN�VY�
V[OLY�OLH]`�SPM[PUN��

:[HNL��! 0UKP]PK\HS�ZWVY[�ZWLJPÄJ�L_LYJPZL�^P[O�UV�
JVU[HJ[�MVY����[V����TPU\[LZ��L�N��Y\UUPUN��ZRH[PUN��
ZOVV[PUN�H�W\JR���;OL�WSH`LY�ZOV\SK�UV[�KV�HU`�
YLZPZ[HUJL�[YHPUPUN��

:[HNL��! )LNPU�WYHJ[PZPUN�^P[O�UV�JVU[HJ[. Ensure 
[LHTTH[LZ�NP]L�[OL�YLJV]LYPUN�WSH`LY�L_[YH�ZWHJL��
(KK�PU�TVYL�JOHSSLUNPUN�KYPSSZ��L�N���ZOVV[PUN�HUK�
WHZZPUN�KYPSSZ���:[HY[�[V�HKK�PU�WYVNYLZZP]L�YLZPZ[HUJL�
[YHPUPUN��PM�HWWYVWYPH[L��

:[HNL��! 7HY[PJPWH[L�PU�WYHJ[PJL�^P[O�JVU[HJ[��
7SH`LYZ�ZOV\SK�UV[�WYVNYLZZ�[V�[OPZ�Z[LW�\U[PS�[OL`�
OH]L�ILLU�JSLHYLK�I �̀H�KVJ[VY�

:[HNL��! -\SS�NHTL�WSH`. 

(�WSH`LY�ZOV\SK�UL]LY�YL[\YU�[V�JVU[HJ[�WYHJ[PJL�VY�
NHTLWSH`�\U[PS�JSLHYLK�I`�H�KVJ[VY�

+RZ�FDQ�,�KHOS�SOD\HUV�SUHYHQW�
FRQFXVVLRQV"�
0U]LZ[�[PTL�PU[V�WYL�ZLHZVU�JVUJ\ZZPVU�LK\JH[PVU�
TLL[PUNZ�HUK�\ZL�[OL�WYL�ZLHZVU�[LHT�TLL[PUN�
JOLJRSPZ[�[V�N\PKL�`V\Y�TLL[PUNZ��,UZ\YL�`V\Y�[LHT�
\UKLYZ[HUKZ�HSS�ULJLZZHY`�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PUMVYTH[PVU�
HUK�WYV]PKL�[OLT�^P[O�[OL�YLZV\YJLZ�H]HPSHISL�PU�[OPZ�
RP[��3L[�[OLT�RUV^�[OL`�JHU�HZR�X\LZ[PVUZ�H[�HU`�[PTL�
HUK�ZOV\SK�HS^H`Z�YLWVY[�HU`�JVUJ\ZZPVU�Z`TW[VTZ�
[V�`V\��[OLPY�WHYLU[Z��VY�HUV[OLY�HK\S[�[OL`�[Y\Z[�

,UMVYJL�[OL����VU�PJL�[PWZ�K\YPUN�WYHJ[PJL�HUK�
NHTLWSH �̀�,UZ\YL�WSH`LYZ�HYL�THKL�H^HYL�^OLU�
[OL`�HYL�WSH`PUN�\UZHML�HUK�W\[[PUN�[OLTZLS]LZ�VY�
V[OLYZ�H[�YPZR�VM�PUQ\Y �̀�:\WWVY[�LUMVYJLTLU[�VM�[OL�
Y\SLZ�I`�VMMPJPHSZ��LZWLJPHSS`�Y\SLZ�PU�WSHJL�[V�YLK\JL�
OLHK�JVU[HJ[�

,UZ\YL�WSH`LYZ�OH]L�HSS�[OL�YLX\PYLK�LX\PWTLU[�[V�
WHY[PJPWH[L�PU�WYHJ[PJLZ�HUK�NHTLZ�ZHMLS �̀�:RH[LZ�
ZOV\SK�MP[�WYVWLYS`�HUK�IL�PU�NVVK�JVUKP[PVU��[V�
WYL]LU[�MHSSZ�HUK�JYHZOLZ��Helmets do not prevent 
concussions�I\[�ZOV\SK�HS^H`Z�IL�^VYU�WYVWLYS`�
[V�WYL]LU[�V[OLY�OLHK�PUQ\YPLZ��4V\[ON\HYKZ�OH]L�
not been proven to prevent concussions, but 
ZOV\SK�HS^H`Z�IL�^VYU�[V�WYL]LU[�PUQ\YPLZ�[V�[OL�
TV\[O�HUK�[LL[O�

&RQFXVVLRQ�JXLGH�IRU�FRDFKHV��WUDLQHUV�	�VDIHW\�SHUVRQQHO
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Parachute is Canada’s  

leading national charity  
dedicated to injury prevention.

To make sure concussions are managed properly, put an action plan in place 
that coaches, trainers, players and their parents/caregivers are all involved in. 

� 0KLU[PM`�ZHML[`�WLYZVUULS�^OV�JHU�HZZPZ[�^P[O�THUHNPUN�
[OL�OLHS[O�VM�[OL�[LHT�HUK�HYL�RUV^SLKNLHISL�HIV\[�
JVUJ\ZZPVUZ��RUV^�[OL�HJ[PVU�WSHU�HUK�RUV^�^OH[�[V��
KV�^OLU�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PZ�Z\ZWLJ[LK��

� 7YV]PKL�WSH`LYZ�HUK�MHTPSPLZ�^P[O�JVUJ\ZZPVU�YLZV\YJLZ�ZV�
L]LY`VUL�RUV^Z�^OH[�[V�SVVR�MVY�[V�RLLW�WSH`LYZ�ZHML��

�;S^H`Z�OH]L�H�*VUJ\ZZPVU�9LJVNUP[PVU�;VVS��*9)���HUK�
`V\Y�VYNHUPaH[PVU»Z�JVUJ\ZZPVU�JHYK�H[�WYHJ[PJLZ�HUK�
NHTLZ�ZV�[OH[�`V\�OH]L�H�SPZ[�VM�JVUJ\ZZPVU�ZPNUZ�HUK�
Z`TW[VTZ�H]HPSHISL��HUK�PUMVYTH[PVU�VU�[OL�ÄYZ[�Z[LWZ��
[V�[HRL�^OLU�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PZ�Z\ZWLJ[LK��

If you suspect a concussion has occurred

1
*VHJO��[YHPULY�VY�VɉJPHS�YLTV]LZ�[OL�WSH`LY�MYVT�
[OL�NHTL��WYHJ[PJL�VY�[YHPUPUN��

2
*VHJO�VY�[YHPULY�LUZ\YLZ�[OL�WSH`LY�PZ�UV[�SLM[�HSVUL��
4VUP[VY�ZPNUZ�HUK�Z`TW[VTZ�HUK�KV�UV[�HKTPUPZ[LY�
HU`�TLKPJH[PVU��;OL�WSH`LY�T\Z[�UV[�YL[\YU�[V�[OL�
NHTL�VY�WYHJ[PJL�[OH[�KH �̀

3
*VHJO�PUMVYTZ�[OL�WSH`LY»Z�WHYLU[�VY�N\HYKPHU�HIV\[�
[OL�RUV^U�VY�Z\ZWLJ[LK�JVUJ\ZZPVU�HUK�WYV]PKLZ�
[OLT�OHUKV\[Z�MYVT�[OL�RP[��HUK�[OL�WHYHJO\[L�JH�
JVUJ\ZZPVU�HUK�WHYHJO\[L�JH�ZTHY[OVJRL`�SPURZ�

4 7HYLU[�VY�N\HYKPHU�LUZ\YLZ�[OL�WSH`LY�PZ�L]HS\H[LK��
I`�H�TLKPJHS�KVJ[VY�HZ�ZVVU�HZ�WVZZPISL�

5
*VHJOLZ��[YHPULYZ�HUK�WHYLU[Z�ZOHYL�[OL�
YLZWVUZPIPSP[`�[V�JVTT\UPJH[L�^P[O�[OL�WSH`LY�[V�
LUZ\YL�[OH[�PM�[OL`�HYL�KPHNUVZLK�^P[O�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��
[OL`�HYL�MVSSV^PUN�[OL�SLHN\L»Z�JVUJ\ZZPVU�WYV[VJVS�
HUK�WVSPJPLZ�HUK�H�TLKPJHSS`�Z\WLY]PZLK�9L[\YU�
[V�:WVY[�Z[YH[LN �̀�7SH`LYZ�TH`�VUS`�YL[\YU�[V�M\SS�
WYHJ[PJL�HUK�NHTL�WSH`�^OLU�[OL`�OH]L�ILLU�
JSLHYLK�I`�[OLPY�KVJ[VY�

When in Doubt, Sit Them Out!

If you notice any “red flag” symptoms 
� ¸9LK�ÅHN¹�Z`TW[VTZ�JHU�IL�ZPNUZ�VM�H�TVYL�ZLYPV\Z�PUQ\Y �̀�.L[�TLKPJHS�OLSW�PTTLKPH[LS`�PM�`V\�UV[PJL�[OH[�H�WSH`LY�OHZ�
HU`�VM�[OL�MVSSV^PUN�Z`TW[VTZ!�

�5LJR�WHPU�VY�[LUKLYULZZ
�9LWLH[LK�]VTP[PUN
YV^PUN�JVUM\ZPVU.�
LPa\YLZ�VY�JVU]\SZPVUZ:�
LHRULZZ��[PUNSPUN�VY�I\YUPUN�PU�[OLPY�HYTZ�VY�SLNZ<�
� 0UJYLHZPUNS`�YLZ[SLZZ��HNP[H[LK�VY�JVTIH[P]L
V\ISL�]PZPVU+�

L]LYL�VY�PUJYLHZPUN�OLHKHJOL:�
L[LYPVYH[PUN�JVUZJPV\Z�Z[H[L�VY�SVZZ�VM�JVUZJPV\ZULZZ+�

� 0M�[OLYL�PZ�SVZZ�VM�JVUZJPV\ZULZZ��PUP[PH[L�[OL�,TLYNLUJ`�
(J[PVU�7SHU�HUK�JHSS�HU�HTI\SHUJL�

�ZZ\TL�WVZZPISL�ULJR�PUQ\Y`�HUK�JVU[PU\L�[V�TVUP[VY)�
HPY^H �̀�IYLH[OPUN�HUK�JPYJ\SH[PVU��+V�UV[�H[[LTW[�[V�
YLTV]L�HU`�LX\PWTLU[��PUJS\KPUN�[OLPY�OLSTL[��

http://parachute.ca/concussion
http://parachute.ca/smarthockey
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Return-to-School Strategy1 
The following is an outline of the Return-to-School Strategy that should be used to help student-athletes, 
parents, and teachers to partner in allowing the athlete to make a gradual return to school activities. 
Depending on the severity and type of the symptoms present, student-athletes will progress through the 
following stages at different rates. If the student-athlete experiences new symptoms or worsening 
symptoms at any stage, they should go back to the previous stage. 

Stage Aim Activity Goal of each step 
1 Daily activities at 

home that do not 
give the student-
athlete symptoms 

Typical activities during the day as long as 
they do not increase symptoms (i.e. 
reading, texting, screen time). Start at 5-15 
minutes at a time and gradually build up. 

Gradual return to typical 
activities. 

2 School activities Homework, reading or other cognitive 
activities outside of the classroom. 

Increase tolerance to 
cognitive work. 

3 Return to school  
part-time 

Gradual introduction of schoolwork. May 
need to start with a partial school day or 
with increased breaks during the day. 

Increase academic 
activities. 

4 Return to school  
full-time 

Gradually progress. Return to full academic 
activities and catch up on 
missed school work. 

 
Sport-Specific Return-to-Sport Strategy1 
The following is an outline of the Return-to-Sport Strategy that should be used to help athletes, coaches, 
trainers, and medical professionals to partner in allowing the athlete to make a gradual return to sport 
activities. Activities should be tailored to create a sport-specific strategy that helps the athlete return to 
their respective sport. 

An initial period of 24-48 hours of rest is recommended before starting their Sport-Specific Return-to-Sport 
Strategy. If the athlete experiences new symptoms or worsening symptoms at any stage, they should go 
back to the previous stage. It is important that youth and adult student-athletes return to full-time school 
activities before progressing to stage 5 and 6 of the Sport-Specific Return-to-Sport Strategy. It is also 
important that all athletes provide their coach with a Medical Clearance Letter prior to returning to full 
contact sport activities.   

Stage Aim Activity Goal of each step 

1 Symptom-
limiting activity 

Daily activities that do not provoke 
symptoms. 

Gradual re-introduction of 
work/school activities. 

2 Light aerobic 
activity 

Walking or stationary cycling at slow to 
medium pace. No resistance training. 

Increase heart rate. 

3 Sport-specific 
exercise 

Running or skating drills. No head impact 
activities. 

Add movement. 

4 Non-contact 
training drills 

Harder training drills, e.g. passing drills. 
May start progressive resistance training. 

Exercise, coordination and 
increased thinking. 

5 Full contact 
practice 

Following medical clearance and 
complete return to school. 

Restore confidence and assess 
functional skills by coaching staff. 

6 Return to sport Normal game play.  
 1Source: McCrory et al. (2017). Consensus statement on concussion in sport – the 5th international conference on concussion in 
sport held in Berlin, October 2016. British Journal of Sports Medicine, 51(11), 838-847. http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bjsports-2017-
097699 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bjsports-2017-097699
http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bjsports-2017-097699


Canadian Guideline on Concussion in Sport | Medical Assessment Letter 
parachute.ca/guideline 

Medical Assessment Letter 
 
Date: _____________________________ Athlete’s Name:____________________________________ 

To whom it may concern, 

Athletes who sustain a suspected concussion should be managed according to the Canadian Guideline on 
Concussion in Sport. Accordingly, I have personally completed a Medical Assessment on this patient. 

Results of Medical Assessment 

�� This patient has not been diagnosed with a concussion and can resume full participation in school, 
work, and sport activities without restriction. 
 

�� This patient has not been diagnosed with a concussion but the assessment led to the following 
diagnosis and recommendations: 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 
 
�� This patient has been diagnosed with a concussion.  

The goal of concussion management is to allow complete recovery of the patient’s concussion by 
promoting a safe and gradual return to school and sport activities. The patient has been instructed to 
avoid all recreational and organized sports or activities that could potentially place them at risk of another 
concussion or head injury. Starting on ___________________(date), I would ask that the patient be 
allowed to participate in school and low-risk physical activities as tolerated and only at a level that does 
not bring on or worsen their concussion symptoms. The above patient should not return to any full 
contact practices or games until the coach has been provided with a Medical Clearance Letter provided by 
a medical doctor or nurse practitioner in accordance with the Canadian Guideline on Concussion in Sport. 
Athletes and their parents/caregivers should check the return to play strategy of their sport governing 
body to ensure they meet the necessary requirements. 

Other comments:  

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Thank-you very much in advance for your understanding. 

Yours Sincerely, 
 

Signature/print_______________________________________________ M.D. / N.P. (circle appropriate 
designation)* 
 
*In rural or northern regions, the Medical Assessment Letter may be completed by a nurse with pre-arranged access to a medical 
doctor or nurse practitioner. Forms completed by other licensed healthcare professionals should not otherwise be accepted.  

We recommend that this document be provided to the athlete without charge. 
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Stage 1: Symptom-limiting activities 
After an initial short period of rest of 24 to 48 hours, light 
cognitive and physical activity can begin, as long as these 
do not worsen symptoms. You can start with daily activities 
like moving around the house, simple chores, and gradually 
introducing school and work activities at home. 

Stage 2: Light aerobic activity 
Light exercise, such as walking or stationary cycling, for 10 to 15 
minutes. The duration and intensity of the aerobic exercise can 
be gradually increased over time if symptoms do not worsen  
and no new symptoms appear during the exercise or in the 
hours that follow. No resistance training or other heavy lifting. 

6WDJH����,QGLYLGXDO�VSRUW�VSHFLoF�H[HUFLVH�ZLWK�QR�FRQWDFW�
Activities such as running or skating can begin for 20 to 30 
minutes. There should be no body contact or other jarring 
motions, such as high-speed stops. No resistance training. 

6WDJH����%HJLQ�WUDLQLQJ�GULOOV�ZLWK�QR�FRQWDFW�
Add in more challenging drills, such as shooting and passing 
drills. There should be no impact activities at this stage. Where 
possible, give extra space around other players to avoid collisions 
or falls on the ice. Start to add in progressive resistance training, if 
appropriate. Coaches can identify players returning to sport after 
concussion by putting a “No Contact” pinny on them.

Stage 5: Full contact practice
You should not proceed to this step until you have received 
clearance from a doctor.

Stage 6: Return to Sport
Full game play.

A concussion is a 
serious injury, but 
you can recover fully 
if your brain is given 
enough time to rest 
and recuperate. 

Returning to normal activities, 
including sport participation, is a 
step-wise process that requires 
patience, attention, and caution. 

In the Return-to-Sport Strategy: 

 .�Each stage is at least 24 hours
 �Move on to the next stage when

activities are tolerated without 
new or worsening symptoms. 

 �According to Hockey Canada’s
Concussion Policy, if symptoms 
return during the return to play 
process, the player should 
return to stage 2 and be re-
evaluated by a doctor. 

� If symptoms return after 
medical clearance, follow up 
with a doctor for re-assessment. 
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+RZ�ORQJ�GRHV�WKLV�SURFHVV�WDNH"�
Each stage is a minimum of 24 hours, but could take 
SVUNLY��KLWLUKPUN�VU�OV^�HJ[P]P[PLZ�HɈLJ[�[OL�^H`�
you feel. Since each concussion is unique, people 
^PSS�WYVNYLZZ�H[�KPɈLYLU[�YH[LZ��-VY�TVZ[�WLVWSL��
symptoms improve within one to four weeks. If you 
have had a concussion before, you may take longer 
to heal the next time. 
If symptoms are persistent (i.e., last longer than four 
weeks in youth under 18 years), your doctor should 
consider referring you to a healthcare professional 
who is an expert in the management of concussion. 

+RZ�GR�,�oQG�WKH�ULJKW�GRFWRU"�
When dealing with concussions, it is important to 
ZLL�H�KVJ[VY�^OV�PZ�RUV^SLKNLHISL̸
in concussion management. This might include 
your family doctor or a specialist, such as a sports 
medicine physician. Your family doctor may be 
required to submit a referral for you to see a specialist. 
Contact the Canadian Academy of Sport and 
,_LYJPZL�4LKPJPUL��*(:,4��[V�ÄUK�H�ZWVY[Z�
medicine physician in your area. 

Visit www.casem-acmse.org for more information. 
You can also refer your doctor to 
parachute.ca/concussion�MVY�TVYL�PUMVYTH[PVU�̸�

What if my symptoms return or get 
ZRUVH�GXULQJ�WKLV�SURFHVV"�
If symptoms return, get worse, or new symptoms 
appear, Hockey Canada’s Concussion Policy 
recommends you return to stage two and be re-
evaluated by a doctor. Continue only with activities 
that you can tolerate. Remember, symptoms may 
return later that day or the next, not necessarily 
during the activity.
If symptoms return after medical clearance (stages 
5 and 6), you should be re-assessed by your doctor 
before resuming activities. 
Returning to active play before full recovery from 
concussion puts you at higher risk of sustaining 
another concussion, with symptoms that may be 
more severe and last longer. 

Never return to 
contact practice 
or gameplay until 
cleared by a doctor!

http://parachute.ca/concussion
http://casem-acmse.org
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On-Ice Tips for Players Follow these 12 on-ice tips to keep yourself and others safe.
Play safe. Play Smart Hockey.

Be a good skater and 
commit to strong skill 
development.

Get your arms up when 
sliding into the boards.

Smart
Hockey

Always approach the 
boards on an angle.

Know the danger zone: 
three to four feet from 
the boards.

Never hit or push 
another player from 
behind.

Never hit to the head. 

Keep your head up 
when handling the puck. 
Play Smart Hockey; 
don’t put yourself in a 
vulnerable position.

Respect the safety of 
yourself and everyone 
on the ice. Avoid 
contact with a player if 
they are in a vulnerable 
position, such as with 
their back facing you.

Be aware and stay alert. Control your stick 
responsibly.

Remove yourself from the 
ice if you experience any 
concussion symptoms 
after a hard fall or contact 
with another player. 
Report symptoms to your 
coach, team trainer or 
safety personnel.

Communicate with your 
teammates. If you think 
a teammate may have 
a concussion, report 
symptoms to your coach, 
team trainer, or safety 
personnel.

These on-ice tips have been adapted from ThinkFirst Smart Hockey 
2015 and Hockey Canada’s Concussion Education  
and Awareness Program.
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What is a concussion? 
A concussion is a brain injury that cannot be seen on routine X-rays, CT scans, or MRIs.  
0[�HɈLJ[Z�[OL�^H`�`V\�TH`�[OPUR�HUK�YLTLTILY�[OPUNZ��HUK�JHU�JH\ZL�H�]HYPL[`�VM�Z`TW[VTZ��

What are the signs and symptoms of a concussion? 
@V\�KV�UV[�ULLK�[V�IL�RUVJRLK�V\[��SVZL�JVUZJPV\ZULZZ��[V�OH]L�OHK�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�� 
@V\�TPNO[�L_WLYPLUJL�VUL�VY�TVYL�VM�[OL�MVSSV^PUN!�

Thinking Problems Player’s Complaints Other Problems
��VLZ�UV[�RUV^�[PTL��KH[L+�
WSHJL��KL[HPSZ�HIV\[�H�YLJLU[�
HJ[P]P[`�

�LULYHS�JVUM\ZPVU.�

�]HUUV[�YLTLTILY�[OPUNZ�[OH*�
OHWWLULK�ILMVYL�HUK�HM[LY�[OL�
injury 

�]\�2UVJRLK�V

�LHKHJOL/�

 �Dizziness

�LLSZ�KHaLK-�

�"LLSZ�¸KPUNLK¹�VY�Z[\UULK-�
¸OH]PUN�T`�ILSS�Y\UN¹�

�LLZ�Z[HYZ��ÅHZOPUN�SPNO[Z:�

��9PUNPUN�PU�[OL�LHYZ

�SLLWPULZZ:�

�`LLZ�KV\ISL�VY�IS\YY:�

��VTHJOHJOL��Z[VTHJO�WHPU]:�
nausea 

� ¸+VU»[�MLLS�YPNO[¹

��7VVY�JV�VYKPUH[PVU�VY�IHSHUJL

�SHUR�Z[HYL�NSHZZ`�L`LK(�

�VTP[PUN=�

�S\YYLK�ZWLLJO:�

�SV^�[V�HUZ^LY�X\LZ[PVUZ�VY:�
MVSSV^�KPYLJ[PVUZ�

�HZPS`�KPZ[YHJ[LK,�

 �Poor concentration

�YHUNL�VY�PUHWWYVWYPH[L]:�
LTV[PVUZ��P�L���SH\NOPUN��JY`PUN��
NL[[PUN�THK�LHZPS`��

��5V[�WHY[PJPWH[PUN�^LSS

.L[�TLKPJHS�OLSW�PTTLKPH[LS`�PM�`V\�OH]L�HU`�¸YLK�ÅHN¹�Z`TW[VTZ�Z\JO�HZ�ULJR�WHPU��YLWLH[LK�]VTP[PUN��
NYV^PUN�JVUM\ZPVU��ZLPa\YLZ��HUK�^LHRULZZ�VY�[PUNSPUN�PU�`V\Y�HYTZ�VY�SLNZ��;OLZL�TH`�IL�ZPNUZ�VM�H�TVYL�
ZLYPV\Z�PUQ\Y �̹̀�
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What causes a concussion? 
(U`�ISV^�[V�`V\Y�OLHK��MHJL�VY�ULJR��VY�H�ISV^�[V�
`V\Y�IVK`�^OPJO�JH\ZLZ�H�Z\KKLU�QHYYPUN�VM�`V\Y�
OLHK�TH`�JH\ZL�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��L�N���OP[[PUN�`V\Y�
OLHK�VU�[OL�PJL��JVSSPKPUN�^P[O�HUV[OLY�WSH`LY��ILPUN�
JOLJRLK�PU[V�[OL�IVHYKZ���

What should I do if I think I might have a 
concussion? 
@V\�ZOV\SK�Z[VW�WSH`PUN�YPNO[�H^H �̀�*VU[PU\PUN�[V�
WSH`�PUJYLHZLZ�`V\Y�YPZR�VM�TVYL�ZL]LYL��SVUNLY��
SHZ[PUN�JVUJ\ZZPVU�Z`TW[VTZ�HUK�PUJYLHZLZ�`V\Y�
YPZR�VM�V[OLY�PUQ\Y �̀�

;LSS�`V\Y�JVHJO��[LHT�[YHPULY��WHYLU[��VɉJPHS��VY�
HUV[OLY�HK\S[�`V\�[Y\Z[�[OH[�`V\�HYL�JVUJLYULK�`V\�
TPNO[�OH]L�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��@V\�ZOV\SK�UV[�IL�SLM[�
HSVUL�HUK�ZOV\SK�IL�ZLLU�I`�H�KVJ[VY�HZ�ZVVU�HZ�
WVZZPISL�[OH[�KH �̀�@V\�ZOV\SK�UV[�KYP]L��

0M�`V\�SVZL�JVUZJPV\ZULZZ�VY�KLTVUZ[YH[L�HU`�YLK�
ÅHN�Z`TW[VTZ��HU�HTI\SHUJL�ZOV\SK�IL�JHSSLK�[V�
[HRL�`V\�[V�H�OVZWP[HS�PTTLKPH[LS �̀�

+V�UV[�YL[\YU�[V�WSH`�[OL�ZHTL�KH �̀�

What should I do if I think my teammate 
might have a concussion? 
0M�HUV[OLY�WSH`LY�[LSSZ�`V\�HIV\[�Z`TW[VTZ�VY�PM�`V\�
UV[PJL�ZPNUZ�[OL`�TPNO[�OH]L�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��[LSS�H�
JVHJO��[LHT�[YHPULY��WHYLU[��VɉJPHS�VY�V[OLY�YLZWVUZPISL�
WLYZVU��;OL`�ZOV\SK�UV[�IL�SLM[�HSVUL�HUK�ZOV\SK�IL�
ZLLU�I`�H�KVJ[VY�HZ�ZVVU�HZ�WVZZPISL�[OH[�KH �̀�

0M�HUV[OLY�WSH`LY�PZ�RUVJRLK�V\[�VY�ZOV^Z�YLK�ÅHN�
Z`TW[VTZ��HU�HTI\SHUJL�ZOV\SK�IL�JHSSLK�[V�[HRL�
[OLT�[V�H�OVZWP[HS�PTTLKPH[LS �̀�

How long will it take to get better? 
;OL�ZPNUZ�HUK�Z`TW[VTZ�VM�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�\Z\HSS`�
SHZ[�MVY�VUL�[V�MV\Y�^LLRZ��I\[�TH`�SHZ[�SVUNLY��

0U�ZVTL�JHZLZ��P[�TH`�[HRL�THU`�^LLRZ�VY�TVU[OZ�
[V�OLHS��0M�`V\�OH]L�OHK�H�WYL]PV\Z�JVUJ\ZZPVU��`V\�
TH`�[HRL�SVUNLY�[V�YLJV]LY�

5V�[^V�JVUJ\ZZPVU�HYL�[OL�ZHTL��+V�UV[�JVTWHYL�
`V\Y�YLJV]LY`�[V�ZVTLVUL�LSZL»Z��VY�L]LU�[V�H�
WYL]PV\Z�JVUJ\ZZPVU�`V\�OH]L�OHK�

0M�`V\Y�Z`TW[VTZ�HYL�WLYZPZ[LU[��P�L���SHZ[�SVUNLY�[OHU�
MV\Y�^LLRZ�PM�`V\»YL�\UKLY�����`V\�ZOV\SK�IL�YLMLYYLK�
[V�H�OLHS[OJHYL�WYVMLZZPVUHS�^OV�PZ�HU�L_WLY[�PU�[OL�
THUHNLTLU[�VM�JVUJ\ZZPVU��

How is concussion treated? 
(M[LY�HU�PUP[PHS�ZOVY[�WLYPVK�VM�YLZ[�����[V����OV\YZ���
SPNO[�JVNUP[P]L�HUK�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�JHU�ILNPU��HZ�
SVUN�HZ�[OLZL�KV�UV[�^VYZLU�`V\Y�Z`TW[VTZ��

(Z�`V\»YL�YLJV]LYPUN�MYVT�JVUJ\ZZPVU��`V\�ZOV\SK�
UV[�KV�HU`�HJ[P]P[PLZ�[OH[�TH`�THRL�`V\Y�Z`TW[VTZ�
^VYZL��;OPZ�TPNO[�TLHU�SPTP[PUN�HJ[P]P[PLZ�Z\JO�HZ�
L_LYJPZPUN��Z[\K`PUN��HUK�ZJYLLU�[PTL�VU�`V\Y�WOVUL�
VY�V[OLY�KL]PJLZ��0M�TLU[HS�HJ[P]P[PLZ��L�N���YLHKPUN��
\ZPUN�[OL�JVTW\[LY��^VYZLU�`V\Y�Z`TW[VTZ��`V\�
TPNO[�OH]L�[V�Z[H`�OVTL�MYVT�ZJOVVS�VY�^VYR��

9LJV]LYPUN�MYVT�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PZ�H�WYVJLZZ�[OH[�[HRLZ�
WH[PLUJL��.VPUN�IHJR�[V�HJ[P]P[PLZ�ILMVYL�`V\�HYL�
YLHK`�PZ�SPRLS`�[V�THRL�`V\Y�Z`TW[VTZ�^VYZL��HUK�
`V\Y�YLJV]LY`�TH`�[HRL�SVUNLY��

When should I go to the doctor? 
(U`VUL�^P[O�H�WVZZPISL�OLHK�PUQ\Y`�ZOV\SK�IL�
ZLLU�I`�H�KVJ[VY�HZ�ZVVU�HZ�WVZZPISL��0M�`V\�HYL�
KPHNUVZLK�^P[O�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��`V\Y�KVJ[VY�ZOV\SK�
ZJOLK\SL�H�MVSSV^�\W�]PZP[�^P[O�`V\�^P[OPU�[OL�UL_[�
VUL�[V�[^V�^LLRZ��

@V\�ZOV\SK�NV�IHJR�[V�[OL�KVJ[VY�PTTLKPH[LS`�PM��
HM[LY�ILPUN�[VSK�`V\�OH]L�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��`V\�OH]L�
^VYZLUPUN�Z`TW[VTZ��Z\JO�HZ!�

��ILPUN�TVYL�JVUM\ZLK

��OLHKHJOL�[OH[�PZ�NL[[PUN�^VYZL

� ]VTP[PUN�TVYL�[OHU�[^PJL�
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 UV[�^HRPUN�\W

 OH]PUN�HU`�[YV\ISL�^HSRPUN

 OH]PUN�H�ZLPa\YL

 Z[YHUNL�ILOH]PV\Y

When can I return to school? 
@V\�TH`�ÄUK�P[�OHYK�[V�JVUJLU[YH[L�PU�JSHZZ��TH`�
NL[�H�^VYZL�OLHKHJOL��VY�MLLS�ZPJR�[V�`V\Y�Z[VTHJO��
@V\�ZOV\SK�Z[H`�OVTL�MYVT�ZJOVVS�PM�ILPUN�PU�JSHZZ�
THRLZ�`V\Y�Z`TW[VTZ�^VYZL��6UJL�`V\�MLLS�IL[[LY��
`V\�JHU�[Y`�NVPUN�IHJR�[V�ZJOVVS�WHY[�[PTL�[V�Z[HY[�
�P�L���MVY�OHSM�KH`Z��HUK�PM�`V\�HYL�62�^P[O�[OH[��[OLU�
`V\�JHU�NV�IHJR�M\SS[PTL��

:[\KLU[Z�^P[O�JVUJ\ZZPVU�\Z\HSS`�TPZZ�VUL�[V�MV\Y�
KH`Z�VM�ZJOVVS��,HJO�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PZ�\UPX\L��ZV�`V\�
TH`�WYVNYLZZ�H[�H�KPɈLYLU[�YH[L�[OHU�V[OLY�WLVWSL�
`V\�RUV �̂�

;OL�9L[\YU�[V�:JOVVS�:[YH[LN`�WYV]PKLZ�PUMVYTH[PVU�
VU�[OL�Z[HNLZ�VM�YL[\YUPUN�[V�[OL�JSHZZYVVT��HUK�JHU�
IL�HJJLZZLK�H[�WHYHJO\[L�JH�ZTHY[OVJRL .̀

9LTLTILY��YL[\YU�[V�ZJOVVS�T\Z[�JVTL�ILMVYL�
M\SS�YL[\YU�[V�ZWVY[��

When can I return to sport? 
0[�PZ�]LY`�PTWVY[HU[�[OH[�`V\�KV�UV[�NV�IHJR�[V�M\SS�
WHY[PJPWH[PVU�PU�ZWVY[�PM�`V\�OH]L�HU`�JVUJ\ZZPVU�
ZPNUZ�VY�Z`TW[VTZ��

9L[\YUPUN�[V�OVJRL`�HUK�V[OLY�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�
ILMVYL�M\SS�YLJV]LY`�MYVT�JVUJ\ZZPVU�W\[Z�`V\�H[�
OPNOLY�YPZR�VM�Z\Z[HPUPUN�HUV[OLY�JVUJ\ZZPVU��^P[O�
Z`TW[VTZ�[OH[�TH`�IL�TVYL�ZL]LYL�HUK�SHZ[�SVUNLY��
-VSSV^�[OL�ULJLZZHY`�Z[LWZ�[V�YL[\YU�[V�ZWVY[�HUK�
WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�ZHMLS �̀

0U�[OL�9L[\YU�[V�:WVY[�:[YH[LN`!�

 ,HJO�Z[HNL�PZ�H[�SLHZ[����OV\YZ�

 4V]L�VU�[V�[OL�UL_[�Z[HNL�^OLU�`V\�JHU�[VSLYH[L�
HJ[P]P[PLZ�^P[OV\[�UL^�VY�^VYZLUPUN�Z`TW[VTZ�

 (JJVYKPUN�[V�/VJRL`�*HUHKH»Z�*VUJ\ZZPVU�
7VSPJ`��PM�Z`TW[VTZ�YL[\YU�K\YPUN�[OL�YL[\YU�[V

WSH`�WYVJLZZ��[OL�WSH`LY�ZOV\SK�YL[\YU�[V�Z[HNL���
HUK�IL�YL�L]HS\H[LK�I`�H�KVJ[VY�

:[HNL��!�(M[LY�HU�PUP[PHS����[V����OV\YZ�VM�YLZ[��SPNO[�
JVNUP[P]L�HUK�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�JHU�ILNPU��HZ�SVUN�
HZ�[OLZL�KV�UV[�^VYZLU�`V\Y�Z`TW[VTZ��:[HY[�^P[O�
KHPS`�HJ[P]P[PLZ�SPRL�TV]PUN�HYV\UK�`V\Y�OVTL�HUK�
ZPTWSL�JOVYLZ��Z\JO�HZ�THRPUN�`V\Y�ILK��

:[HNL��!�3PNO[�HLYVIPJ�HJ[P]P[`�Z\JO�HZ�^HSRPUN�VY�
Z[H[PVUHY`�J`JSPUN��MVY����[V����TPU\[LZ��+V�UV[�KV�
HU`�YLZPZ[HUJL�[YHPUPUN�VY�V[OLY�OLH]`�SPM[PUN��

:[HNL��!�0UKP]PK\HS�ZWVY[�ZWLJPÄJ�L_LYJPZL�^P[O�UV�
contact�MVY����[V����TPU\[LZ��L�N���Y\UUPUN��ZRH[PUN��
ZOVV[PUN�H�W\JR���+V�UV[�KV�HU`�YLZPZ[HUJL�[YHPUPUN��

:[HNL��!�)LNPU�WYHJ[PZPUN�^P[O�UV�JVU[HJ[��(KK�PU�
TVYL�JOHSSLUNPUN�KYPSSZ��L�N���ZOVV[PUN�HUK�WHZZPUN�
KYPSSZ���:[HY[�[V�HKK�PU�YLZPZ[HUJL�[YHPUPUN��PM�P[»Z�
HWWYVWYPH[L�MVY�`V\��

:[HNL��!�7HY[PJPWH[L�PU�WYHJ[PJL�^P[O�JVU[HJ[��
6US`�WYVJLLK�[V�[OPZ�Z[HNL�VUJL�`V\�OH]L�ILLU�
JSLHYLK�I`�H�KVJ[VY��

:[HNL��!�-\SS�NHTL�WSH �̀

Never return to contact practice or gameplay until 
cleared by a doctor!

How can I prevent concussions? 
-VSSV^�[OL����VU�PJL�[PWZ�WYV]PKLK�PU�[OPZ�RP[�[V�
LUZ\YL�`V\�HYL�WSH`PUN�:THY[�/VJRL`�HUK�WYV[LJ[PUN�
`V\YZLSM�HUK�V[OLYZ�MYVT�PUQ\YPLZ��9LZWLJ[�[OL�Y\SLZ�
VM�[OL�NHTL��LZWLJPHSS`�VULZ�[OH[�HYL�PU�WSHJL�[V�
YLK\JL�OLHK�JVU[HJ[�

>LHY�[OL�HWWYVWYPH[L�LX\PWTLU[�H[�HSS�[PTLZ�HUK�
LUZ\YL�[OH[�HSS�VM�`V\Y�LX\PWTLU[�MP[Z�WYVWLYS �̀�@V\Y�
ZRH[LZ�ULLK�[V�MP[�WYVWLYS`�HUK�IL�PU�NVVK�JVUKP[PVU�
[V�WYL]LU[�MHSSZ�HUK�JYHZOLZ��/LSTL[Z�KV�UV[�WYL]LU[�
JVUJ\ZZPVU��I\[�HS^H`Z�^LHY�`V\Y�OLSTL[�WYVWLYS`�[V�
WYL]LU[�V[OLY�OLHK�PUQ\YPLZ��4V\[ON\HYKZ�OH]L�UV[�
ILLU�WYV]LU�[V�WYL]LU[�JVUJ\ZZPVUZ��I\[�HS^H`Z�
^LHY�H�WYVWLYS`�MP[[LK�TV\[ON\HYK�[V�WYV[LJ[�`V\Y�
TV\[O�HUK�[LL[O�
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Parachute is Canada’s  

leading national charity  
dedicated to injury prevention.

PERSONAL CONCUSSION  
RECORD FOR PLAYERS
It is important for every player to record their concussions as they occur so that your team and doctors can 
be informed and as helpful as possible. Keep this record at home to keep track of your signs and symptoms, 
as well as to track your recovery process.

Personal Concussion Record
Date of concussion 

Activity and location 

Severity
Loss of consciousness? YES                             NO

What symptoms were experienced? 

How long did symptoms last? 

Did symptoms disappear completely? 

Testing
Was neuropsychological testing performed? 

If so, where and by whom? 

Was a CT or MRI performed? 

If so, where? 

Name and address of most involved physician

Results
Was a medical clearance letter obtained  
before returning to sport?

Date of return to sport 

Were any symptoms experienced upon 
returning to sport?

Other comments and notes 



Resources for Parents 
and Caregivers
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Concussion Guide for

PARENTS AND CAREGIVERS

parachute.ca

What is a concussion? 
A concussion is a brain injury that cannot be seen on routine X-rays, CT scans, or MRIs.  
0[�HɈLJ[Z�[OL�^H`�`V\Y�JOPSK�TH`�[OPUR�HUK�YLTLTILY�[OPUNZ��HUK�JHU�JH\ZL�H�]HYPL[`�VM�Z`TW[VTZ��

What are the signs and symptoms of a concussion? 
@V\Y�JOPSK�KVLZ�UV[�ULLK�[V�IL�RUVJRLK�V\[��SVZL�JVUZJPV\ZULZZ��[V�OH]L�OHK�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�� 
@V\Y�JOPSK�TPNO[�L_WLYPLUJL�VUL�VY�TVYL�VM�[OL�MVSSV^PUN!̸�

Thinking Problems Player’s Complaints Other Problems
��VLZ�UV[�RUV^�[PTL��KH[L+�
WSHJL��KL[HPSZ�HIV\[�H�YLJLU[�
HJ[P]P[`�

�LULYHS�JVUM\ZPVU.�

�]HUUV[�YLTLTILY�[OPUNZ�[OH*�
OHWWLULK�ILMVYL�HUK�HM[LY�[OL�
injury 

]\�2UVJRLK�V

�LHKHJOL/�

 �Dizziness

�LLSZ�KHaLK-�

�"LLSZ�¸KPUNLK¹�VY�Z[\UULK-�
¸OH]PUN�T`�ILSS�Y\UN¹�

�LLZ�Z[HYZ��ÅHZOPUN�SPNO[Z:�

��9PUNPUN�PU�[OL�LHYZ

�SLLWPULZZ:�

�`LLZ�KV\ISL�VY�IS\YY:�

��VTHJOHJOL��Z[VTHJO�WHPU]:�
nausea 

� ¸+VU»[�MLLS�YPNO[¹

��7VVY�JV�VYKPUH[PVU�VY�IHSHUJL

�SHUR�Z[HYL�NSHZZ`�L`LK(�

�VTP[PUN=�

�S\YYLK�ZWLLJO:�

�SV^�[V�HUZ^LY�X\LZ[PVUZ�VY:�
MVSSV^�KPYLJ[PVUZ�

�HZPS`�KPZ[YHJ[LK,�

 �Poor concentration

�YHUNL�VY�PUHWWYVWYPH[L]:�
LTV[PVUZ��P�L���SH\NOPUN�� 
JY`PUN��NL[[PUN�THK�LHZPS`��

��5V[�WHY[PJPWH[PUN�^LSS

.L[�TLKPJHS�OLSW�PTTLKPH[LS`�PM�`V\Y�JOPSK�OHZ�HU`�¸YLK�ÅHN¹�Z`TW[VTZ�Z\JO�HZ�ULJR�WHPU��YLWLH[LK�
]VTP[PUN��NYV^PUN�JVUM\ZPVU��ZLPa\YLZ��HUK�^LHRULZZ�VY�[PUNSPUN�PU�[OLPY�HYTZ�VY�SLNZ��;OLZL�TH`�IL�ZPNUZ� 
VM�H�TVYL�ZLYPV\Z�PUQ\Y �̹̀�
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What causes a concussion? 
(U`�ISV^�[V�[OL�OLHK��MHJL�VY�ULJR��VY�H�ISV^�[V�[OL�
IVK`�^OPJO�JH\ZLZ�H�Z\KKLU�QHYYPUN�VM�[OL�OLHK�TH`�
JH\ZL�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��L�N���OP[[PUN�[OLPY�OLHK�VU�[OL�
PJL��JVSSPKPUN�^P[O�HUV[OLY�WSH`LY��ILPUN�JOLJRLK�PU[V�
[OL�IVHYKZ���

What should I do if I suspect my child 
has a concussion? 
In all suspected cases of concussion, your child 
ZOV\SK�Z[VW�WSH`PUN�YPNO[�H^H`��*VU[PU\PUN�[V�
WSH`�^P[O�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PUJYLHZLZ�[OLPY�YPZR�VM�TVYL�
ZL]LYL��SVUNLY�SHZ[PUN�JVUJ\ZZPVU�Z`TW[VTZ��HZ�^LSS�
HZ�PUJYLHZLZ�[OLPY�YPZR�VM�V[OLY�PUQ\Y �̀�

9LMLY�[V�[OL�*VUJ\ZZPVU�9LJVNUP[PVU�;VVS����*9;���
[V�OLSW�`V\�YLJVNUPaL�[OL�ZPNUZ�HUK�Z`TW[VTZ�VM�H�
WVZZPISL�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PU�`V\Y�JOPSK��

@V\Y�JOPSK�ZOV\SK�UV[�IL�SLM[�HSVUL�HUK�ZOV\SK�IL�
ZLLU�I`�H�KVJ[VY�HZ�ZVVU�HZ�WVZZPISL�[OH[�KH �̀�

0M�`V\Y�JOPSK�SVZLZ�JVUZJPV\ZULZZ��JHSS�HU�HTI\SHUJL�[V�
[HRL�[OLT�[V�[OL�OVZWP[HS�YPNO[�H^H �̀�+V�UV[�TV]L�`V\Y�
JOPSK�VY�YLTV]L�HU`�LX\PWTLU[��Z\JO�HZ�[OLPY�OLSTL[��

Your child should not return to play the same day. 

How long will it take for my child to get 
better? 

[OL`�ZOV\SK�IL�YLMLYYLK�[V�H�OLHS[OJHYL�WYVMLZZPVUHS�
^OV�PZ�HU�L_WLY[�PU�[OL�THUHNLTLU[�VM�JVUJ\ZZPVU��

;OL�ZPNUZ�HUK�Z`TW[VTZ�VM�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�VM[LU�SHZ[�
MVY�VUL�[V�MV\Y�^LLRZ�I\[�TH`�SHZ[�SVUNLY��0U�ZVTL�
JHZLZ��JOPSKYLU�TH`�[HRL�THU`�^LLRZ�VY�TVU[OZ�[V�
OLHS��0M�`V\Y�JOPSK�OHZ�OHK�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�ILMVYL��[OL`�
TH`�[HRL�SVUNLY�[V�YLJV]LY��

5V�[^V�JVUJ\ZZPVUZ�HYL�[OL�ZHTL��(]VPK�JVTWHYPUN�
`V\Y�JOPSK»Z�YLJV]LY`�[V�ZVTLVUL�LSZL»Z��VY�L]LU�[V�H�
JVUJ\ZZPVU�[OL`�L_WLYPLUJLK�ILMVYL�

0M�`V\Y�JOPSK»Z�Z`TW[VTZ�HYL�WLYZPZ[LU[��P�L���SHZ[�
SVUNLY�[OHU�MV\Y�^LLRZ�PU�`V\[O�\UKLY����`LHYZ�VSK���

How is concussion treated? 
(M[LY�HU�PUP[PHS�ZOVY[�WLYPVK�VM�YLZ[�����[V����OV\YZ���
SPNO[�JVNUP[P]L�HUK�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�JHU�ILNPU��HZ�
SVUN�HZ�[OLZL�KV�UV[�^VYZLU�`V\Y�JOPSK»Z�Z`TW[VTZ��
(�TLKPJHS�KVJ[VY��WYLMLYHIS`�VUL�^P[O�L_WLYPLUJL�
THUHNPUN�JVUJ\ZZPVUZ��ZOV\SK�IL�JVUZ\S[LK�ILMVYL�
ILNPUUPUN�[OL�Z[LW�^PZL�9L[\YU�[V�:JOVVS�HUK�
9L[\YU�[V�:WVY[�:[YH[LNPLZ��

(Z�`V\Y�JOPSK�PZ�YLJV]LYPUN�MYVT�JVUJ\ZZPVU��[OL`�
ZOV\SK�UV[�KV�HU`�HJ[P]P[PLZ�[OH[�TH`�THRL�[OLPY�
Z`TW[VTZ�^VYZL��;OPZ�TPNO[�TLHU�SPTP[PUN�HJ[P]P[PLZ�
Z\JO�HZ�L_LYJPZPUN��Z[\K`PUN�VY�ZJYLLU�[PTL�VU�[OLPY�
WOVUL�VY�V[OLY�KL]PJLZ��

9LJV]LYPUN�MYVT�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PZ�H�WYVJLZZ�[OH[�[HRLZ�
WH[PLUJL��0M�`V\Y�JOPSK�NVLZ�IHJR�[V�HJ[P]P[PLZ�ILMVYL�
[OL`�HYL�YLHK �̀�P[�PZ�SPRLS`�[V�THRL�[OLPY�Z`TW[VTZ�
^VYZL��HUK�[OLPY�YLJV]LY`�TPNO[�[HRL�SVUNLY��

When should my child go to the doctor? 
(U`VUL�^P[O�H�WVZZPISL�OLHK�PUQ\Y`�ZOV\SK�IL�ZLLU�
I`�H�KVJ[VY�HZ�ZVVU�HZ�WVZZPISL��0M�`V\Y�JOPSK�PZ�
KPHNUVZLK�^P[O�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��[OL�KVJ[VY�ZOV\SK�
ZJOLK\SL�H�MVSSV^�\W�]PZP[�^P[OPU�[OL�UL_[�VUL�[V�[^V�
^LLRZ��

;HRL�`V\Y�JOPSK�IHJR�[V�[OL�KVJ[VY�PTTLKPH[LS`�PM��
HM[LY�ILPUN�[VSK�[OL`�OH]L�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU��[OL`�OH]L�
^VYZLUPUN�Z`TW[VTZ��Z\JO�HZ!�

��ILPUN�TVYL�JVUM\ZLK

��OLHKHJOL�[OH[�PZ�NL[[PUN�^VYZL

�VTP[PUN�TVYL�[OHU�[^PJL[�

��UV[�^HRPUN�\W

��OH]PUN�HU`�[YV\ISL�^HSRPUN

��OH]PUN�H�ZLPa\YL

� Z[YHUNL�ILOH]PV\Y�
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When can my child return to school? 
@V\Y�JOPSK�TH`�ÄUK�P[�OHYK�[V�JVUJLU[YH[L�PU�JSHZZ��
TH`�NL[�H�^VYZL�OLHKHJOL��VY�MLLS�ZPJR�[V�[OLPY�
Z[VTHJO��@V\Y�JOPSK�ZOV\SK�Z[H`�OVTL�MYVT�ZJOVVS�
PM�ILPUN�PU�JSHZZ�THRLZ�[OLPY�Z`TW[VTZ�^VYZL��6UJL�
[OL`�MLLS�IL[[LY��[OL`�JHU�[Y`�NVPUN�IHJR�[V�ZJOVVS�
WHY[�[PTL�[V�Z[HY[��P�L���MVY�OHSM�KH`Z��HUK�PM�[OL`�HYL�
62�^P[O�[OH[��[OLU�[OL`�JHU�NV�IHJR�M\SS�[PTL��

6U�H]LYHNL��JOPSKYLU�^P[O�JVUJ\ZZPVU�TPZZ�VUL�[V�MV\Y�
KH`Z�VM�ZJOVVS��,HJO�JVUJ\ZZPVU�PZ�\UPX\L��ZV�`V\Y�
JOPSK�TH`�WYVNYLZZ�H[�H�KPɈLYLU[�YH[L�[OHU�V[OLYZ��

;OL�9L[\YU�[V�:JOVVS�:[YH[LN`�WYV]PKLZ�PUMVYTH[PVU�
VU�[OL�Z[HNLZ�VM�YL[\YUPUN�[V�[OL�JSHZZYVVT��HUK�JHU�
IL�HJJLZZLK�H[�WHYHJO\[L�JH�ZTHY[OVJRL .̀ 

Return to school must come before full return  
to sport. 

When can my child return to sport? 
0[�PZ�]LY`�PTWVY[HU[�[OH[�`V\Y�JOPSK�KVLZ�UV[�NV�
IHJR�[V�M\SS�WHY[PJPWH[PVU�PU�ZWVY[�PM�[OL`�OH]L�HU`�
YLTHPUPUN�JVUJ\ZZPVU�ZPNUZ�VY�Z`TW[VTZ��9L[\YUPUN�
[VV�ZVVU�ILMVYL�M\SS�YLJV]LY`�MYVT�JVUJ\ZZPVU�
W\[Z�`V\Y�JOPSK�H[�OPNOLY�YPZR�VM�Z\Z[HPUPUN�HUV[OLY�
JVUJ\ZZPVU��^P[O�Z`TW[VTZ�[OH[�TH`�IL�TVYL�
ZL]LYL�HUK�SHZ[�SVUNLY��9L[\YU�[V�ZWVY[�HUK�WO`ZPJHS�
HJ[P]P[`�T\Z[�MVSSV^�H�Z[LW�^PZL�HWWYVHJO��

0U�[OL�9L[\YU�[V�:WVY[�:[YH[LN`!�

 ,HJO�Z[HNL�PZ�H[�SLHZ[����OV\YZ�

 @V\Y�JOPSK�TV]LZ�VU�[V�[OL�UL_[�Z[HNL�^OLU�[OL`�
JHU�[VSLYH[L�HJ[P]P[PLZ�^P[OV\[�UL^�VY�^VYZLUPUN�
Z`TW[VTZ�

 (JJVYKPUN�[V�/VJRL`�*HUHKH»Z�*VUJ\ZZPVU�
7VSPJ`��PM�Z`TW[VTZ�YL[\YU�K\YPUN�[OL�YL[\YU�[V�
WSH`�WYVJLZZ��[OL�WSH`LY�ZOV\SK�YL[\YU�[V�Z[HNL���
HUK�IL�YL�L]HS\H[LK�I`�H�KVJ[VY�

:[HNL��!�(M[LY�HU�PUP[PHS����[V����OV\YZ�VM�YLZ[��SPNO[�
JVNUP[P]L�HUK�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�JHU�ILNPU��HZ�SVUN�
HZ�[OLZL�KV�UV[�^VYZLU�Z`TW[VTZ��@V\Y�JOPSK�JHU�
Z[HY[�^P[O�KHPS`�HJ[P]P[PLZ��Z\JO�HZ�TV]PUN�HYV\UK�[OL�
OVTL�HUK�ZPTWSL�JOVYLZ��Z\JO�HZ�THRPUN�[OLPY�ILK��

:[HNL��!�3PNO[�HLYVIPJ�HJ[P]P[`�Z\JO�HZ�^HSRPUN�VY�
Z[H[PVUHY`�J`JSPUN��MVY����[V����TPU\[LZ��@V\Y�JOPSK�
ZOV\SK�UV[�KV�HU`�OLH]`�SPM[PUN�VY�YLZPZ[HUJL�[YHPUPUN�

:[HNL��!�0UKP]PK\HS�WO`ZPJHS�HJ[P]P[`�^P[O�UV�YPZR�
of contact�MVY����[V����TPU\[LZ��@V\Y�JOPSK�JHU�
WHY[PJPWH[L�PU�ZPTWSL��PUKP]PK\HS�HJ[P]P[PLZ��Z\JO�HZ�
Y\UUPUN��ZRH[PUN��HUK�ZOVV[PUN�H�W\JR��@V\Y�JOPSK�
ZOV\SK�UV[�KV�HU`�YLZPZ[HUJL�[YHPUPUN��

:[HNL��!�)LNPU�WYHJ[PZPUN�^P[O�UV�JVU[HJ[��(KK�PU�
TVYL�JOHSSLUNPUN�[YHPUPUN�KYPSSZ��L�N���ZOVV[PUN�HUK�
WHZZPUN�KYPSSZ���:[HY[�[V�HKK�PU�YLZPZ[HUJL�[YHPUPUN��PM�
HWWYVWYPH[L�MVY�`V\Y�JOPSK��

Get clearance from a doctor before moving on to 
Stages 5 and 6. 

:[HNL��!�7HY[PJPWH[L�PU�M\SS�WYHJ[PJL�^P[O�JVU[HJ[�

:[HNL��!�-\SS�NHTL�WSH`. 

@V\Y�JOPSK�ZOV\SK�UV[�YL[\YU�[V�JVU[HJ[�WYHJ[PJL�VY�
NHTLWSH`�\U[PS�JSLHYLK�I`�H�KVJ[VY�

How can I help my child prevent 
concussion? 
,UZ\YL�[OH[�`V\Y�JOPSK�PZ�LK\JH[LK�VU�JVUJ\ZZPVU�
HUK�MVSSV^Z�[OL����VU�PJL�[PWZ�MVY�JVUJ\ZZPVU�
WYL]LU[PVU��,TWOHZPaL�[V�`V\Y�JOPSK�OV^�PTWVY[HU[�P[�
PZ�[V�MVSSV^�[OL�Y\SLZ��LZWLJPHSS`�VULZ�PU�WSHJL�[V�
YLK\JL�OLHK�JVU[HJ[�

/LSW�`V\Y�JOPSK�THRL�Z\YL�[OL`�OH]L�HSS�[OL�ULJLZZHY �̀�
WYVWLYS`�MP[[PUN�LX\PWTLU[��;OLPY�ZRH[LZ�ULLK�[V�MP[�
WYVWLYS`�HUK�IL�PU�NVVK�JVUKP[PVU��[V�WYL]LU[�MHSSZ�
HUK�crashes. /LSTL[Z�KV�UV[�WYL]LU[�JVUJ\ZZPVUZ, 
but `V\Y�JOPSK�ZOV\SK�HS^H`Z�^LHY�[OLPY�OLSTL[�
WYVWLYS`�[V�WYL]LU[�V[OLY�OLHK�PUQ\YPLZ��4V\[ON\HYKZ�
OH]L�UV[�ILLU�WYV]LU�[V�WYL]LU[�JVUJ\ZZPVUZ��I\[�
`V\Y�JOPSK�ZOV\SK�^LHY�H�WYVWLYS`�MP[[LK�TV\[ON\HYK�
[V�WYV[LJ[�[OLPY�TV\[O�HUK�[LL[O��
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Parachute is Canada’s  

leading national charity  
dedicated to injury prevention.
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This guide will help hockey leagues, coaches, teams, communities and 
partners use social media to support and promote Parachute Smart Hockey. 

Who is this guide for? 
This guide is for all hockey leagues, coaches, 
teams, community leaders and partners who use 
social media tools or online communication media, 
including, but not limited to, the following: 
�Facebook
�Twitter

�LinkedIn
� Instagram

�YouTube
�Blogs

Use hashtags! 
Use hashtags in all social media channels to gain 
momentum and build a community of support. 
                        �Primary Hashtag: #PlaySmartHockey
�Secondary Hashtag: #ConcussionEd
You can also add your own hashtags, but we 
encourage you to use #PlaySmartHockey in all posts. 

How do we engage? 
Follow us and comment, share, like and re-post 
relevant content. We’ll be doing the same for 
#PlaySmartHockey! 
Be sure to tag @ParachuteCanada in all your 
Smart Hockey posts so we can see what your 
league is doing!

@parachutecanada

www.facebook.com/parachutecanada

www.instagram.com/parachutecanada

www.linkedin.com/company/parachute---
leaders-in-injury-prevention 

Key messages
Here are key messages everyone can share to let others know what Smart Hockey is all about:
 �Safety in hockey is a shared responsibility. That’s why

we encourage everyone in the hockey community to 
make the pledge to play smart hockey.

� It’s for the love of the game. The Smart Hockey 
program provides families, players and coaches  
with the tools they need to prevent, recognize and 
manage concussions, to ensure that everyone can 
enjoy hockey for life.

� It’s up to each of us. Because concussions and other 
serious injuries can occur during play, learn what you 
can do to help keep players safe while having fun. 

� It all starts with a commitment. Education and 
action will change the game when it comes to 
concussion in hockey. 
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Sample social media posts
Below are sample posts you can use on your social media channels, such as Twitter, Facebook and 
Instagram. You are also welcome and encouraged to come up with your own tweets and messages 
that make most sense for your league, team and hockey community!
Remember that tweets can only be up to 280 characters in length. 

If you want to show that you are part of a 
Smart Hockey team and/or league, post:

 I am proud to be on a team that plays Smart�
Hockey. Encourage your team to take the
#PlaySmartHockey pledge this season. Visit�
parachute.ca/smarthockey to learn more!
#ConcussionEd

 There is nothing more important than player safety.�
Prioritize concussion education and ensure your�
team can enjoy hockey for life. #PlaySmartHockey�
#ConcussionEd WHYHJO\[L�JH�ZTHY[OVJRL`

 Our team prioritizes concussion education and�
player safety. #PlaySmartHockey #ConcussionEd�
WHYHJO\[L�JH�ZTHY[OVJRL` *With your team’s and 
parents’ permission,�include a photo of your team 
holding a We�#PlaySmartHockey sign.

 I #PlaySmartHockey because I respect myself,�my 
teammates, and the game of hockey. Visit�
parachute.ca/smarthockey to get involved!
#ConcussionEd

 I #PlaySmartHockey because I want to prevent�
concussions and enjoy hockey for life. Visit parachute.�
ca/smarthockey to get involved! #ConcussionEd

If you want to show people where to learn more 
about Smart Hockey and encourage them to be a 
Smart Hockey team, post:

 Use Parachute Smart Hockey resources to
learn how to prevent, recognize and manage�
concussion. We Play Safe. We #PlaySmartHockey.�
WHYHJO\[L�JH�ZTHY[OVJRL` #ConcussionEd

 Does your child’s hockey team play Smart�Hockey? 
Share this kit from parachute.ca/smarthockey to 
raise awareness about player�safety and 
concussion prevention and share how�they 
#PlaySmartHockey. #ConcussionEd

 Encourage your child and their team to join
the #PlaySmartHockey program: check out
the resources at parachute.ca/smarthockey.
#ConcussionEd

 Hockey season is back! Learn how you can keep�
yourself and your teammates safe from concussion�
this season at www.parachute.ca/smarthockey
#PlaySmartHockey #ConcussionEd

  #PlaySmartHockey this season. Avoid hitting to�the 
head or hitting from behind. To learn more�about 
concussion prevention, visit parachute.ca/
smarthockey #ConcussionEd
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If you want to raise awareness about concussion 
and the importance of concussion education, 
prevention and management, post:

 Did you know? Continuing practice or gameplay
after a concussion or returning before you are
ready increases your risk of more severe, longer-
lasting symptoms and serious injury. Do not
play through the pain. We #PlaySmartHockey
#ConcussionEd

 A concussion is a serious brain injury. Visit
parachute.ca/concussion learn more about how
to protect yourselves and others from concussion.
#ConcussionEd

 1 in 4 Canadians do not know how concussion is
treated. Visit parachute.ca/smarthockey to ensure
you know what to do if you, your players, or
ZVTLVUL�`V\�RUV^�Z\ɈLYZ�H�JVUJ\ZZPVU�^OPSL�VU
the ice. #ConcussionEd #PlaySmartHockey

 Helmets are important but they don’t prevent
concussion. Learn about ways you can prevent
concussion this hockey season at parachute.ca/
smarthockey #PlaySmartHockey #ConcussionEd

 Only 4 in 10 Canadians are aware of the
concussion resources and tools available to
them. Download the #ConcussionEd app and
visit parachute.ca/concussion to have these tools
H]HPSHISL�H[�`V\Y�ÄUNLY[PWZ��#PlaySmartHockey

Other content ideas 
 8\V[LZ�MYVT�VMMPJPHSZ��JVHJOLZ��[YHPULYZ�HUK�ZHML[`�

personnel at your local hockey league and/or�
association

 Quotes from players

 Share tips from the 12 on-ice tips provided
in this kit

 Photos holding a We Play Smart Hockey
sign, available for download at parachute.ca/
smarthockey

 Any great practice or game shots showing
#PlaySmartHockey style to accompany the�tweets 
and posts above.

 Same thing with photos from around your arena:� 
the stands, the rink, the�exterior. Get creative!

 Visit @ParachuteCanada for more info & tips:�
parachute.ca/smarthockey.

Smart
Hockey

Ask our advice 
If you have any questions or need some guidance, 
please feel free to direct them to Margarita at 
mboichuk@parachute�ca. 
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The We Play Smart Hockey sign is provided for your 
team to create a photo together to demonstrate your 
collective commitment to playing Smart Hockey. 
([�[OL�LUK�VM�[OPZ�KVJ\TLU[�`V\�^PSS�ÄUK����
letters. Line up all your players for a team 
photo and have them each hold a letter (with 
appropriate spacing to form words) to spell out 
We #PlaySmartHockey 

 �After completing your pre-season concussion
education meeting, line your team up and to 
take this photo where you create the “We Play 
Smart Hockey” sign, letter by letter. 

 �With parents’ permission, post this picture
to your league and/or team’s website or your 
social media channels to show that your team 
plays Smart Hockey and supports concussion 
education and player safety.

� If your team does a newsletter or hangs up 
team photos in your arena, be sure to include 
your Smart Hockey photos.

Refer to our Smart Hockey Social Media Guide 
for more tips and information. Make sure you tag 
@ParachuteCanada in all your posts so we can 
see and share how you #PlaySmartHockey.
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